




































Our cover shows the architect's sketch of the latest
addition to the Chichester Central School.
Because bids received on the project exceeded our
budget/ some cuts and modifications were necessary. Following
a series of negotiations/ Bonnet/ Paige & Stone/ Inc./
of Laconia/ New Hampshire were awarded the contract. Ground
was broken in October/ 1988 and work has been progressing
steadily through the fall and winter. It is hoped that
graduation will be held in the new multi-purpose room and
expected that the remodeling projects and new addition
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SELECTMEN MEET 1st and 3rd TUESDAY
OF EACH MONTH AT THE TOWN HALL
By Agenda Only
Call Selectman's Secretary for Appointment 798-5350
TOWN CLERK HOURS
Tuesday 10 A.M. to 5 P.M.
Wednesday 10 A.M. to 1 P.M.
Thursday 6 P.M. to 8 P.M.
JUDY KENNEALLY 798-5808
TAX COLLECTOR HOURS
Tuesday 1 P.M. to 5 P.M.
Thursday 6 P.M. to 8 P.M.
EVELYN PIKE 798-4808
POLICE 225-5006




















TOWN MEEHNG MINUTES 1988
AT THE APPOINTED TIME AND PLACE, MODERATOR, JOHN SARGENT, CALLED THE MEETING TO ORDER.
REVEREND H. FRANKLIN PARKER OFFERED PRAYER. A MOTION WAS MADE AND SECONDED TO TAKE UP
ARTICLE III ON SATURDAY, MARCH 12, 1988. AT 10:00AM THE POLLS WERE DECLARED OPEN TO VOTE.
THE DAY WAS SUNNY. THERE WERE 328 VOTERS, THE LADIES OF THE METHODIST CHURCH SERVED
LUNCH AND SUPPER. POLLS WERE CLOSED AT 6:00pm. AFTER SUPPER BALLOTS WERE COUNTED.
ARTiaE I
ELECTION RESULTS:
























MODERATOR FOR 2 YEARS
SUPERVISOR OF THE CHECKLIST FOR
SIX YEARS
MARCH 12, 1988
THE TOWN MEETING WAS RECONVENED AT 10:00AM BY THE MODERATOR, JOHN SARGENT. REVEREND
THOMAS MABIE OFFERED PRAYER.
THE MEETING WAS CONDUCTED UNDER ROBERT'S RULE OF ORDER.
A NOMINATION WAS MOVED AND SECONDED TO HAVE CAROLEE DAVISON AS LIBRARY TRUSTEE FOR
THREE YEARS.
PASSED
A NOMINATION WAS MOVED AND SECONDED TO HAVE DIANE STEVENS AS TRUSTEE OF THE TRUST FUNDS
FOR ONE YEAR.
PASSED
A NOMINATION WAS MOVED AND SECONDED TO HAVE WILLIAM HASKETT AS TRUSTEE OF THE TRUST
FUNDS FOR THREE YEARS.
PASSED
A NOMINATION WAS MOVED AND SECONDED TO HAVE SHIRLEY MARDEN, DENNIS CALL, JOHN SATURLEY,
AND JAMES WARREN AS BUDGET COMMITTEE MEMBERS.
PASSED
NOTE: SHIRLEY MARDEN SUGGESTED THAT WEHAVE FOUR MEMBERS INSTEAD OF THREE. JAMES
WARREN GAVE HISTORY OF THE BUDGET COMMITTEE AND SUGGESTED THAT THE COMMITTEE HAVE MORE
INPUT WHEN PROPOSING THE BUDGET. HANNAH WEST SUGGESTED THAT WE NEED OFFICIAL
MECHANICS TO GO BY.
A MOTION WAS MADE AND SECONDED TO HAVE THE MODERATOR TO CHOOSE A COMMITTEE TO ADOPT
THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET ACT.
PASSED
A MOTION WAS MOVED AND SECONDED TO PUT ARTICLE III ON THE FLOOR. REVIEWED BY LINE ITEM.
ARTiaE III
LINE 9 A MOTION WAS MOVED AND SECONDED TO REDUCE THIS BY $1,000.00.
DEFEATED
LINE 10 A MOTION WAS MOVED AND SECONDED TO REDUCE THIS BY $5,000.00.
DEFEATED
LINE 13 A MOTION WAS MOVED AND SECONDED TO INSTRUCT THE SELECTMEN TO HAVE THE
TOWN REPORT AVAILABLE ONE WEEK PRIOR TO THE SCHOOL DISTRICT MEEDTING.
PASSED.
I, E. SCOTT EDMUNDS, MOVE THE SUM OF $439,987.00 BE APPROPRIATED TO DEFRAY THE TOWN
CHARGES AS PRINTED IN THE 1988 TOWN BUDGET. ADJUSTED BY ANY CHANGES VOTED AT TOWN
MEETING AND ALL MONEYS, KNOWN OR ESTIMKTED TO BE RECEIVED FROM SOURCES OTHER THAN
PROPERTY TAXES SHALL BE APPLIED AGAINST THE SAID APPROPRIATION AND THE RESULTING
BALANCE RAISED BY LOCAL PROPERTY TAXES.
SECONDED BY ED WATERS. PASSED
ARTICLE IV
TO SEE IF THE TOWN BILL VOTE TO AUTHORIZE THE SELECTMEN AND THE TOWN TREASURER TO
BORROW A SUM OR SUMS OF MONEY NOT TO EXCEED IN THE AGGREGATE MORE THAN 757. OF THE
ANTICIPATED AMOUNT TO BE COLLECTED IN TAXES FOR THE CURRENT MUNICIPAL YEAR AND TO
ISSUE IN THE NAME OF AND ON THE CREDIT OF THE TOWN OF CHICHESTER, NEGOTIABLE NOTES




TO SE IF THE TCWN WILL VOTE TO AUTHORIZE THE SELECTMEN TO APPLY FOR, ACCEPT AND
EXPEND MONEY FROM STATE, FEDERAL OR ANOTHER GOTERNMENT UNIT OR PRIVATE SOURCE WHICH




TO Sffi IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO AUTHORIZE THE SELECTMEN TO DISPOSE OF LANDS ACQUIRED
BY TAX DEED FROM THE TAX COLLECTOR.
AMENDED TO READ:
TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO AUTHORIZE THE SELECTMENT TO DISPOSE OF UNDS
ACQUIRED BY TAX DEED FROM THE TAX JCOLLECTOR AND BEFORE DISPOSING OF SUCH REAL
PROPERTY, THE SELECTMEN SHALL FIRST CONSULT WITH THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION, SAID
COMMISSION TO RECOMMEND WHETHER OR NOT THE RETENTION OF SUCH REAL PROPERTY WOULD
BE IN THE BEST INTEREST OF THE TOWN AS PROVIDED IN RSA 80:42 SUBJECT TO FINAL
RATIFICATION OF THE NEXT ANNUAL OR SPECIAL TOWN MEETING.
PASSED
ARTICLE VII
TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM NOT TO EXCEED THIRTY
THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED COLLARS ($30,500.00) FOR A COMPLETE RE-APPRAISAL OF REAL
PROPERTY IN THE TOWN AND AUTHORIZE THE SELECTMEN TO CONTRACT WITH A FIRM APPROVED




TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM NOT TO EXCEED
SEVENTY FIVE THOUSAND DOLURS ($75,000.00) TOWARD RENOVATIONS OF THE GRANGE HALL
FOR THE PURPOSE OF PROVIDING REPAIRS AND OFFICE SPACE FOR TOWN OFFICES AND TO AUTHORIZE
THE SELECTMEN i TO ISSUE NOT MORE THAN $75,000.00 OF NOTES OR BONDS IN ACCORDANCE
WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THE MUNICIPAL FINANCE ACT (RS A CHAPTER 33) AND TO AUTHORIZE
THE SELECTMEN TO NEGOTIATE SUCH BONDS OR NOTES AND TO DETERMINE THE RATEOF INTEREST
THEREBN; PAYABLE IN EQUAL INSTALLMENTS IN THE YEARS 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993.
(2/3 BALLOT VOTE REQUIRED)
AMENDED TO READ:
TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM NOT TO EXCEED SEVENTY
FIVE THOUSAND DOLURS ( $75,000.00) FOR THE PURPOSE OF CONSTRUCTING AN ADDITION
TO THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF THE GRANGE HALL, PROVIDING OFFICE SPACE FOR TOWN OFFICES
AND A MEETING ROOM FOR PLANNING AND ZONING BOARDS, AND OTHER APPROPRIATE TOWN
COMMITTEES AHD TO AUTHORIZE THE SELECTMENiTO ISSUE NOT MORE THAN $75,000 OF NOTES
OR BONDS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THE MUNICIPAL FINANCE ACT (RSA
CHAPTER 33) AND TO AUTHORIZE THE SELECTMEN TO NEGOTIATE SUCH BONDS OR NOTES AND TO
DETERMINE THE RATE OF INTEREST THEREON; PAYABLE IN EQUAL INSTALLMENTS IN THE YEARS





TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM NOT TO EXCEED SEVENTY
FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS TOWARD REPAIRS AND PROVIDING APPROPRIATE OFFICE SPACE FOR
TOWN OFFICES, AND TO AUTHORIZE THE SELECTMEN TO ISSUE NOT MORE THAN $75,000.00 of
NOTES OR BONDS INACCCRDANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THE MUNICIPAL FINANCE ACT
(RSA CHAPTER 33) AND TO AUTHORIZE THE SELECTMEN TO NEGOTIATE SUCH BONDS OR NOTES
AND TO DETERMINE THE RATE OF INTEREST THEREON; PAYABLE IN EQUAL INSTALLMENTS IN
THE YEARS 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, AND A BUILDING COMMITTEE BE CREATED,
COMPOSED OF THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN, AND THE CHIARS OF THE BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT , THE
PLANNING BOARD AND THE LIBRARY TRUSTEES AND BE AUTHORIZED TO DETERMINE AND APPROVE
THE STRUCTURE SIZE AND LOCATION OF SUQl OFFICES AND TO EXPEND THE APPROPRIATE FUNDS.
( 2/3 BALLOT VOTE REQUIRED )
AMENDED TO READ:
PASSED
TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM NOT TO EXCEED SEVENTY
FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS TOWKRD REPAIRS AND PROVIDING APPROPRIATE OFFICE SPACE FOR
TOWN OFFICES, AND TO AUTHORIZE THE SELECTMEN TO ISSUE NOT MORE THAN $75,000.00 OF
NOTES OR BONDS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THE MUNICIPAL FINANCE ACT
(RSA CHAPTER 33) AND TO AUTHORIZE THE SELECTMEN TO NEGOTIfffE SUCH BONDS OR NOTES
AND TO DETERMINE THE RATE OF INTEREST THEREON; PAYABLE IN EQUAL INSTALLMENTS IN
THE YEARS 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, AND A BUILDING COMMITTEE BE CREATED,
COMPOSED OF THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN, AND THE CHAIRS OF THE BOARDS OF ADJUSTMENT, THE
PLANNING BOARD AND THE LIBRARY TRUSTEES AND JOHN SATURLEY AND BE AUTHORIZED TO
DETERMINE AND APPROVE THE STRUCTURE SIZE AND LOCATION OF SUCH OFFICES AND TO EXPEND
THE APPROPRIATE FUNDS. (2/3 BALLOT VOTE REQUIRED)
PASSED
ARTICLE IX
TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM NOT TO EXCEED THIRTY
FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS ($35,000.00) FOR NEW WIRING, INSULATION, PAINT AND OTHER
REPAIRS TO THE GRANGE HALL.
DEFEATED
ARTICLE X
THE LIBRARY TRUSTEES REQUEST PERMISSION TO RESERVE THE BASEMENT OF THE GRANGE HALL
AS A POTENTIAL LIBRARY AND TO EXPLORE THE COSTS INVOLVED IN FIXING IT UP TO MEET
LIBRARY STANDARDS ESTABLISHED BY THE NH STATEWIDE LIBRARY DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM. (BY
PETITION^
AMENDED TO READ:
THE LIBRARY TRUSTEES REQUEST TO USE THE ENTIRE FIRST FLOOR OF THE TOWN HALL AS A
LIBRARY AND TO HBNOVATE SAID HALL TO MEET LIBRARY STANDARDS ESTABLISHED BY THE N.H.
STATEWIDE LIBRARY DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM, AND TO WITHDRAW FROM THE TOWN LIBRARY BUILDING
TRUST FUNDS THE SUM OF $15,136.73 TO BE USED FOR MAKING NECESSARY RENOVATIONS.
PASSED
AMENDED TO READ:
THE LIBRARY TRUSTEES REQUEST OT USE THE ENTIRE FIRST FLOOR OF
THE TOWN HALL AS A
LIBRARY AT SUCH TIME AS THE TOWN OFFICES ARE LOCATED TO ANOTHER LOCATION AND TO
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RENOVATE SAID HALL TO MEET LIBRARY STANDARDS ESTABLISHED BY THE N.H. STATEWIDE LIBRARY
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM, AND TO WITHDRAW FROM THE TOWN LIBRARY BUILDING TRUST FUNDS THE





"SHALL WE ADOPT THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 80:58-86 FOR A REAL ESTATE TAX LIEN
PROCEDURE? THESE STATURES PROVIDE THAT TAX SALES TO PROVATE INDIVIDUALS FOR
NONPAYMENT OF PROPERTY TAXES ON REAL ESTATE ARE REPLACED WITH A REAL ESTATE TAX
LIEN PROCEDURE UNDER WHICH ONLY A MUNICIPALITY OR COUNTY WHERE THE PROPERTY IS LOCATED
^
OR THE STATE MAY ACQUIRE A TAX LIEN AGAINST LAND AND BUILDINGS FOR UNPAID TAXES."
^ (BY PETITION)
PASSED
VOTED ON BY BALLOT
ARTICLE XII A^~ '^1^ PesSe^^^
I
TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO ESTABLISH A CAPITAL RESERVE FUND UNDER THE
PROVISIONS OF RSA 35:1 FOR THE PURPOSE OP PURCHASING LAND AND BUILDING A NEW FIRE STATION
ON AND TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM NOT TO EXCEED FORTY THOUSAND DOLLARS
($40,000.00) TO BE PLACED IN THIS FUND, AND FURTHER AUTHORIZE THE WITHDRAWAL FROM
THIS FUND AND EXPENDITURE OF UP TO $40,000.00 BY THE SELECTMEN FOR THE PURPOSE OF
PURCHASING SAID LAND SOULD IT BECOME AVAILABLE. (REQUESTED BY THE FIRE DEPARTMENT)
AMENDED TO READ:
TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO ESTABLISH A FIRE STATION CAPITAL RESERVE FUND UNDER
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 35:1 FOR THE PURPOSE OF PURCHASING LAND AND BULDING A NEW
FIRE STATION ON AND TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM NOT TO EXCEED FORTY THOUSAND
DOLURS ($40,000.00) TO BE PLACED IN THIS, AND FURTHER AUTHORIZE THE WITHDRAWAL
FROM THIS FUND AND EXPENDITURE OF UP TO $40,000.00 BY THE SELECTMEN FOR THE PURPOSE




"ARTiaE" TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF FIVE
THOUSAND DOLLARS ($5,000.00) TO RECONSTRUCT PERRY BROOK ROAD SO CALLED TO A aASS V
CLASSIFICATION, PROM HILLIARD ROAD FOR APPROXIMATELY 1/3 MILES, ROAD TO BE A GRAVEL ROAD,
(BY PETITION)
AMENDED TO READ:
"ARTiaE" TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF FIVE
THOUSAND DOLLARS ($5,000.00) TO RECONSTRUCT PERRY BROOK ROAD SO CALLED TO A CLASS V
aASSIFI CATION, FROM HILLIARD ROAD FOR APPROXIMATELY .5 MILES, ROAD TO BE A GRAVEL
ROAD. {BY PETITION)
PASSED




"ARTICLE" TO SE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF THREE
THOUSAND DOLLARS ($3,000.00) ,3 TO RECONSTRUCT HILLIARD ROAD TO A CLASS V




TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO AUTHORIZE THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION TO MANAGE
THE TOWN FORESTS UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 31-112-11 AND TO AUTHORIZE THE
PLACEMENT OF ANY PROCEEDS WHICH MAY ACCRUE FROM SAID FOREST MANAGEMENT IN A
SEPARATE FOREST MAINTENANCE TR UST FUND, WHICH SHALL BE ALLOWED TO ACCUMULATE




TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO DESIGNATE ANY TOWN OWNED LAND OF FIVE ACRES OR MORE
WHICH IS UNBUILDABLB, OPEN, UNPAVED, RELATIVELY UNALTERED AND TOTALLY OR PARTIALLY
FORESTED AS TOWN FOREST AS AUTHORIZED BY RSA 31:110. REQUESTED BY THE CONSERVATION
COMMISSION)
AMENDED TO READ:
TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO DESIGANTE ANY TOWN OWNED LAND OF FIVE ACR ES OR MORE
WHICH IS UN-BUILT UPON, OPEN, UNPAVED, RELATIVELY UNALTERED AND TOTALLY OR




TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO DESIGNATE ANY TOWN OWNED LAND WHICH IS UN-BUILT
UPON, OPEN, UNPAVED, RELATIVELY UNALTERED AND TOTALLY OR PARTIALLY FORESTED AS




TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO SESIGNATE ANY LtND.SOLEY OWNED BY THE TOWN WHICH
IS UN-BUILT UPON, OPEN, UNPAVED, RELATIVELY UNALTERED AND TOTALLY ORPARTIALLY





TO SEE IF THE TCMN WILL VOTE TO AUTHORIZE THE SELECTMEN TO ENTER INTO AN
AGREEMENT OR CONTRACT WITH THE AN AMBULANCE SERVICE TO PROVIDE AMBUUNCE SERVICE
TO THE TOWN AND TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM NOT TO EXCEED SIXTEEN THOUSAND
NINE HUNDRED NINTY EIGHT DOLLARS ($16,998.00) AS THE TOWNS COST OF OPERATING
THIS SERVICE.
AMENDED TO READ:
TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO AUTHORIZE THE SELECTMEN TO ENTER INTO AN
AGREEMENT OR CONTRACT WITH THE AN AMBULANCE SERVICE TO PROVIDE AMBULANCE SERVICE
TO THE TOWN AND TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM NOT TO EXCEED SIXTEEN THOUSAND
SIX HUNDRED TWENTY FIVE DOLLARS ($16,625.00) AS THE TOWNS COST FO OPERATING
THIS SERVICE.
DEFEATED
MOTION TO ALLOW RACEWAY TO SRBAK. PASSED
MOTION TO ALLOW CENTER BARNSTEAD AMBULANCE TO SPEAK. PASSED
— ARTICLE DEFEATED --
ARTICLE XVIII
TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM NOT TO EXCEED
EIGHTY-FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS ($85,000.00) FOR THE PURCHASE OP A NEW RESCUE
VEHICLE. MONEY TO BE RAISED IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER. $8500.00 TO BE ACCEPTED
FROM THE RESCUE SQUAD AS A DONATION, $5,000.00 TO BE TRANSFERRED FROM THE CAPITAL
RESERVE FUND ESTABLISHED FOR THAT PURPOSE., $14,500.00 TO BE RAISED FROM CURRENT
YEAR TAXES, AND TO AUTHORIZE THE SELECTMEN TO ISSUE NOT MORE THAN $57,000.00
IN NOTES OR BONDS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THE MUNICIPAL FINANCE
ACT (RSA CHAPTER 33) AND TO AUTHORIZE THE SELECTMEN TO ISSUE AND NEGOTIATE
SUCH BONDS OR NOTES AND TO DETERMINE THE RATE OF INTEREST THEREON, PAYABLE IN
EQUAL INSTALLMENTS IN THE YEARS 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992. (REQUESTED BY THE
RESCUE S^AD.) (2/3 BALLOT VOTE REQUIRED)
AMENDED TO READ:
TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM NOT TO EXCEED
EIGHTY -FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS ($80,000.00) POR THE PURCHASE OF A NEW RESCUE
VEHICLE. MONEY TO BE RAISED IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER. $8500.00 TO BE ACCEPTED
FROM THE RESCUE SQUAD AS A DONATION, $5,000.00 TO BE TRANSFERRED FROM THE CAPITAL
RESERVE FUND ESTABLISHED FOR THAT PURPOSE, $14,500.00 TO BE RAISED FROM CURRENT
YEAR TAXES, AND TO AUTHORIZE THE SELECTMEN TO ISSUE NOT MORE THAN $52,000.00
IN NOTES OR BONDS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THE MUNICIPAL FINANCE
ACT (RSA CHAPTER 33) AND TO AUTHORIZE THE SELECTMEN TO ISSUE AND NEGOTIATE
SUCH BONDS OR NOTES AND TO DETERMINE THE RATE OF INTEREST THEREON, PAYABLE IN
EQUAL INSTALLMENTS IN THE YEARS 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992. (REQUESTED BY THE
RESCUE SQUAD) (2/3 BALLOT VOTE REQUIRED)
PASSED
— ARTICLE DEFEATED —
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ARTICLE XIV
TO SEE IF THE TCfWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM NOT TO EXCEED
TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS ($10,000.00) TO BE ADDED TO RESCUE VEHICLE CAPITAL RESERVE
FUND PREVIOUSLY ESTABLISHED. (REQUESTED BY THE RESCUE SQUAD)
PASSED
ARTiaE XX
SHALL WE ADOPT THE PROVISIONS OF 31:105 AND 31:108 RELATIVE TO THE PROTECTION
OF TOWN OFFICIALS FROM ATTACHMENT OF THEIR PERSONAL PROPERTY.
PASSED
ARTICLE XXI
TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO DISCONTINUE THE HIGHWAY EQUIPMENT CAPITAL RESERVE
FUND, SAID FUNDS, WITH ACCUMULATED INTEREST TO DATE OF WITHDRAWAL, TO BE
TRANSFERRED TO THE TOWNS GENERAL FUND.
PASSED
ARTICLE XXII
TO SEE IP THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM NOT TO EXCEED
THIRTEEN THOUSAND SIX HUNDRED DOLLARS ($13,600.00) TO PURCHASE A SNOW PLOW FRAME,
PLOW AND WING FOR THE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT.
PASSED
ARTiaE XXIII
TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF EIGHT THOUSAND
DOLLARS ($8,000.00) TO PURCHASE A SANDER BODY FOR THE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT.
AMENDED TO READ:
TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM NOT TO EXCEED




TO TRANSACT ANY OTHER BUSINESS THAT MAY LEGALLY COME BEFORE SAID MEETING.
RISING VOTE OF THANKS TO WALTER SANBORN FOR SERVING AS SELECTMAN.
A COMMITTEE TO BE FORMED TO EDUCATE THE TOWN ABOUT THE MUNICIBAE BUDGET ACT.
MOTION TO ADJOURN. MOVED AND SECONDED.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED,
14
JUDY KEI^DmIy, TOWN CLE
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 10:00 AM TO 6:00 PM
TOWN OF CHICHESTER
WARRANT
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Chichester In the County of Merrimack in
said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall In said
Chichester on Tuesday, the 14th day of March, next at 10:00 of the
clock In the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
**t. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
2. To see if the Town will vote to amend certain sections of the Town
Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board. (See attachment)
*3. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the OPTIONAL ADJUSTED ELDERLY
EXEMPTION (RSA 72;43-F) from the property tax? The optional
exemption is based on the assessed value for qualified taxpayers and
shall be as follows; for a person at least 65 years of age, up to 75
years; $ 15,000.00: for a person at least 75 years of age, up to 80 years;
$22,000.00: for a person at least 80 years of age, or older; $30,000.00.
To qualify the person must have been a New Hampshire resident for at
least 5 years and owned the real estate individually or jointly (or If the
real estate is owned by the spouse, they must have been married for at
least 5 years). In addition the taxpayer must have a net income of less
than $10,000.00 (or if married a combined net Income of less than
$12,000.00) and own assets of less than $50,000.00, excluding the
value of the person's residence.
Article 4 through Article 44 will be taken up at the second
session of the Annual Town Meeting on Saturday, March 18, 1989,
beginning at 9:00 AM at the Grange Hall.
**4. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray Town
charges for the ensuing year and make appropriations of the same
and reduce same by any funds received from other than tax dollars.
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*5. To see If the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen and the Town
Treasurer to borrow a sum or sums of money not to exceed in the
aggregate more than 75% of the anticipated amount to be collected
in taxes for the current municipal year and to issue in the name of
and on the credit of the Town of Chichester, negotiable notes
therefore, said notes to be paid in 1989, from taxes collected during
the year.
*6. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to apply for,
accept and expend money from the State, Federal or another
Government unit or private source which becomes available during the
year in accordance with the procedures set forth in RSA 3 1:95b.
*7. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to dispose of
lands acquired by tax deed from the Tax Collector.
*8. To see if the Town will vote to allow a 2% discount on all property
taxes paid within thirty days after presentation of the tax bill. ( by
petition)
9. Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72: 1 -C which authorize any
Town or City to elect not to assess, levy and collect a resident tax?
(requested by the Tax Collector)
*10. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to dispose of
unused highway equipment, (requested by the Road Agent)
1 1. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum not to
exceed $3,700.00 for the purchase of a rock rake for the Highway
Department, (requested by the Road Agent)
*12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum not to
exceed $35,000.00 to replace Kelly Corner Road bridge, and to
authorize the Selectmen to withdraw and expend from the revenue
sharing account all principle and interest accrued as an offset against
said approprlation.(the revenue sharing account has approximately
$6,200.00 in it) (requested by the Road Agent)
*13. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to enter Into
an agreement or contract with an ambulance service to provide
ambulance service to the Town and to raise and appropriate the sum
not to exceed thirty thousand dollars ($30,000.00) as the Town's cost
of operating this service.
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14. To see If the Town will authorize the Selectmen to administer, lease,
sell, convey, or otherwise dispose of the Town's interest in the
present incinerator under such terms and conditions as the Selectmen
determine are in the interest of the Town, and to authorize the
Selectmen to enter into contracts and other necessary agreements
regarding any sale or other transfer of any interest in the present
incinerator to other parties, (on all Refuse District Town Warrants)
15. To see if the Town would vote to grant to the Chichester United
Methodist Church first refusal to purchase the building currently
known as the Chichester Fire Department.(by petition)
*16. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to
convey to the Chichester Town Library Board of Trustees the funds
being held in the Library Building Capital Reserve Fund, (requested by
the Library Trustees)
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum not to
exceed ten thousand dollars ($10,000.00) for the purpose of developing
areas of Carpenter Park for Little League Baseball and Youth Soccer
Fields, (requested by the Conservation Commission)
18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000.00) to purchase a Police Cruiser
for the Police Department, (requested by the Police Department)
*19. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under
the provisions of RSA 35: 1 for the purpose of puJ^chasing a new Police
Cruiser and to raise and appropriate the sum not to exceed five
thousand dollars ($5,000.00) to be placed in this fund. Said fund to be
called the "Police Crusiser Capital Reserve Fund", (requested by the
Police Department.)
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
not to exceed one hundred sixty thousand dollars ($160,000.00) for
the purpose of building an new Fire Station; money to be raised In the
following manner, forty thousand dollars ($40,000.00) to be
transfered from the capital reserve fund established for that purpose;
and to authorize the Selectmen, by bid process, to sell the exsisting
Fire House and land and to instruct the Selectmen not to accept any
bid under fifty thousand dollars ($50,000.00) and to remit all funds
received for the purpose of building the new station and to authorize
the Selectmen to issue not more than seventy thousand dollars
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($70,000.00) in notes or bonds in accordance with provisions of the
Municipal Finance Act (R5A chapter 33), and to authorize the
Selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to
determine the rate of interest thereon, payable in equal installments
in the years 1990, 1991, 1992, and 1993. (2/3 ballot vote required)
(requested by the Fire Department)
21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum not to
exceed thirty thousand dollars ($30,000.00) to be added to the Fire
Station Capital Reserve fund previously established, (requested by the
Fire Dept.)
22. "To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum not to
exceed $10,500.00 to rebuild approximately 750 feet of class Vi Town
Road between Mason Road and Towle Road, (requested by the Road
Agent)
23. To see if the Town will vote to apply for and accept the state
matching funds under the NH Land Conservation Investment Program
(LCIP) in an amount up to $250,000.00 and to appropriate this same
$250,000.00 for the purpose of acquisition of the fee or lesser
interest in conservation land and other costs associated therewith,
(requested by the Conservation Commission)
24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the gross sum
of $7,500.00 to the conservation fund as authorized by RSA 36-A:5; to
be used to pay for property surveys, property appraisals, engineering
plans, and other costs incurred when private larjd owners donate land
and conservation easements to the Town, the value of which may be
used as the local matching funds or part of the local matching funds
required under the NH Land Conservation Investment Program (LCIP).
RSA 221 -A (requested by the Conservation Commission)
25. To see if the Town will vote to create a capital reserve fund under the
provisions of RSA 35:1 for the purchase of conservation lands and
raise and appropriate the sum of $ 15,000.00 to be placed in said fund;
and to authorize the conservation commissioners to be agents to
expend said capital reserve fund, to be used as the local matching
funds or part of the local matching funds required under the NH Land
Conservation Investment Program (LCIP) RSA 221 -A. (requested
by the Conservation Commission)
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26. To see whether the Town will vote to deposit fifty percent of the
revenues collected pursuant to R5A 79-A (the land use change tax) in
the conservation fund in accordance with RSA 36-A;5 III, as authorized
by RSA 79-A:25 II. (requested by the Conservation Commission)
27. To see if the Town will vote to accept Perry Brook Road so called as a
Class V Town Road and to raise and appropriate the sum of ten
thousand dollars ($10,000.00) for upgrading of said road. ( by petition)
28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum not to
exceed eighty thousand dollars ($80,000.00) for the purchase of a new
rescue vehicle. Money to be raised in the following manner: $8,500.00
to be accepted from the Rescue Squad as a donation, $ 15,000.00 to be
transferred from the Capital Reserve Fund established for that
purpose, $ 1 1 ,300.00 to be raised from current year taxes, and to
authorize the Selectmen to issue not more than $45,200.00 in notes or
bonds in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act
(RSA chapter 33) and to authorize the Selectmen to issue and
negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest
thereon; payable in equal installments in the years 1990, 1991, 1992,
and 1993. (2/3 Ballot Vote Required) (requested by the Rescue Squad)
29. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum not to
exceed eighty thousand dollars ($80,000.00) for the purchase of a new
rescue vehicle. Money to be raised in the following manner; $8,500.00
to be accepted from the Rescue Squad as a donation, $15,000.00 to be
transferred from the Capital Reserve Fund established for that
purpose, and the remaining $56,500.00 to be raised from current year
taxes, (requested by the Rescue Squad)
30. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum not to
exceed twenty thousand dollars ($20,000.00) to be added to the
Rescue Vehicle Capital Reserve Fund previously established, and
authorize the withdrawal from said fund and expenditure of up to
thirty five thousand dollars ($35,000.00), by the Selectmen, towards
the purchase of a rescue vehicle, (requested by the Rescue Squad)
*3t. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under
the provisions of RSA 35: 1 for the purpose of building a stump dump
and to raise and appropriate the sum not to exceed two thousand
dollars ($2,000.00) to be placed In this fund. Said fund to be called
the "Stump Dump Capital Reserve Fund".
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*32. To see If the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under
the provisions of RSA 35:1 for the purpose of building a septic
disposal facility and to raise and appropriate the sum not to exceed
five thousand dollars ($5,000.00) to be placed in this fund. Said fund
to be called the "Septic Disposal Capital Reserve Fund".
*33. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under
the provisions of RSA 35: 1 for the purpose of purchasing a Computer
system for the Town Offices and to raise and appropriate the sum not
to exceed two thousand dollars ($2,000.00) to be placed in this fund.
Said fund to be called the "Computer System Capital Reserve Fund".
*34. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under
the provisions of RSA 35: 1 for the purpose of purchasing a new Fire
Truck and to raise and appropriate the sum not to exceed ten
thousand dollars ($10,000.00) to be placed in this fund. Said fund to
be called the "Fire Trucl< Capital Reserve Fund".
*35. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under
the provisions of RSA 35:1 for the purpose of expanding town office
land and facilities and to raise and appropriate the sum not to exceed
five thousand dollars ($5,000.00) to be placed in this fund. Said fund
to be called the "Town Facilities Capital Reserve Fund".
*36. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under
the provisions of RSA 35: 1 for the purpose of replacement of Town
Bridges and to raise and appropriate the sum not to exceed ten
thousand dollars ($10,000.00) to be placed in this fund. Said fund to
be called the "Town Bridge Capital Reserve Fund".
'*37. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under
the provisions of RSA 35:1 for the purpose of refuse disposal
facilities and to raise and appropriate the sum not to exceed five
thousand dollars ($5,000.00) to be placed in this fund. Said fund to be
called the "Refuse Disposal Capital Reserve Fund".
^38. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under
the provisions of RSA 35:1 for the purpose of reappraisal of the Town
and to raise and appropriate the sum not to exceed five thousand
dollars ($5,000.00) to be placed in this fund. Said fund to be called the
"Town Reappraisal Capital Reserve Fund".
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*39. To see If the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under
the provisions of R5A 35: 1 for the purpose of major rebuilding
projects on Town Roads and to raise and appropriate the sum not to
exceed ten thousand dollars ($10,000.00) to be placed in this fund.
Said fund to be called the "Town Road Capital Reserve Fund".
40. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions of the Municipal
Budget Law. (by petition)
41
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To see if the Town will vote to elect a budget committee consisting
of 5 members-at-large, one member chosen by the school board and
one member of the board of selectmen to be designated by said board
as provided in the Municipal Budget Law. (by petition)
42. To see If the Town will vote to instruct the Town's representatives to
the General Court to respond to our solid waste crisis by tal<ing all
necessary measures to Insure that New Hampshire adopt legislation
that will permit consumers to return for refund of deposit within New
Hampshire all soda, beer, wine cooler and liquor containers and that
all unclaimed deposit monies shall be collected by the state and no
less than 80% shall be returned annually to local municipalities for
the sole purpose of implementing, expanding and reimbursing
community recycling projects, (by petition)
43. To see if the Town. In accordance with RSA 67443, having adopted a
Town wide zoning ordinance In 1963, will authorize the Planning
Board, which adopted subdivision regulations In 1965, to review and
approve or disapprove site plans for the develofiment of tracts or
changes or expansion of use of tracts for non-residential uses or for
multi-family dwelling units, which are defined as any structures
containing more than 2 dwelling units, whether or not such
development includes a subdivision or resubdivlsion of the site. This
resolution shall tal<e effect upon passage and the Town Clerk shall file
a certificate of notice with the Merrimacl< County Register of Deeds
showing that the Planning Board has been so authorized and the date of
approval by the Town of the authorization, (requested by the Planning
Board)
*44. To transact any other business that may legally come before said
meeting.
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Given under our hands and seal, this day of February, In








* INDICATES ARTICLES RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN.
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To the Inhabitants of the Town of Chichester, New Hampshire in the County of Merrimack in said State: To amend
certain sections of the Town Zoning Ordinances as proposed by the Planning Board.
ARTICLE II
ESTABLISHMENT OF DISTRICTS
D. Purposes, Permitted Uses and Special Exceptions
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS - Presently reads:
1
.
Industrial uses shall have a minimum lot size ofthree (3) acres and a minimum frontage ofthree hundred (300) feet, and
only be allowed by special exception. The minimum building set back requirements are front 50 feet, side 20 feet and
rear 20 feet.
2. Commercial uses shall have a minimum lot size oftwo(2) acres and a minimum frontage oftwo hundred (200) feet. The
minimum building set back requirements are front 30 feet, side 15 feet and rear 15 feet.
3. All Commercial uses shall require:
A. Site plan review by the Planning Board
B. Public Hearing
C. Building permit as required, and
D. Occupancy permit fee of $25.00 which will be waived if a building permit is required
4. All Industrial and Multi-family uses shall require:
A. Site Plan review by the Planning Board
B. Public Hearing
C. Building permit as required
D. Occupancy permit fee of $25. (X) which will be waived if a building permit is required
E. Approval by the Board of Adjustment as a special exception
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS PROPOSED TO READ
1
.
Industrial uses shall have a minimum lot size ofthree (3) acres and a minimum frontage ofthree hundred ( 300) feet. The
minimum building set back requirements are front 50 feet, side 20 feet and rear 20 feet.
2. Commercial uses shall have a minimum lot size oftwo (2) acres and a minimum frontage oftwo hundred (200) feet. The
minimum building set back requirements are front 30 feet, side 15 feet and rear 15 feet.
3. Residential uses shall have the minimum lot size determined in the same manner as with the zoning districts outside of
the commercial-industrial/multi-family zone (Article IIC) that is to coincide with the soil lines shown in the Merrimack
County Soil Survey, issued June, 1965.
4. All Commercial, Industrial and Multi-family uses shall require:
A. Site Plan review by the Planning Board
B. Public Hearing
C. Building permit as required
C. Occupancy permit fee of $25.00 which will be waived if a building permit is required
QUESTION NO. 1: Are you in favor ofthe adoption ofthe above amendment to the Town YES L_
I
Zoning Ordinance which adds No. 3 above and combines No. 3 and 4




D Purposes, Permitted Uses and Special Exceptions




C. Restaurants and snack bars whose primary purpose is serving food
D. Professional establishments such as: dental/medical, law, engineering, and accounting
E. Service establishments such as: real estate, barber shops, and financial institutions
F. Retail sales establishment such as: drug stores, grocery stores, lumber yards, hardware and clothing
G. Automotive uses such as: service stations, repair garages and car washes
H. Office and administrative buildings
I. Funeral Homes
J. All uses allowed in District R (Residential)
SPECIAL EXCEPTIONS
A. Restaurants with entertainment or night club facilities
B. Plaza, malls, multiple use businesses
C. Warehouses or distribution centers
D. Recreational facilities
E. Commercial parking lots
G. Manufacturing, assembly, processing, packaging and research facilities
H. Sawmills
I. Auto body shops
J. Public & Institutional facilities
(1) Hospitals






L. Excavation, sand & gravel
M . Public service utilities
N. Multi-family uses (such as apartments and condominiums)




C. Restaurants and snack bars whose primary purpose is serving food
D. Professional establishments such as: dental/medical, law, engineering and accounting
E. Service establishments such as: real estate, barber shops and financial institutions
F. Retail sales establishment such as: drug stores, grocery stores, lumber yards, hardware and clothing
G. Automotive uses such as: service stations, repair garages and car washes
H. Office and administrative buildings
H. Office and administrative buildings
I. Funeral Homes
J. All uses allowed District R (Residential)
K. Restaurants with entertainment or night club facilities
L. Plaza, malls, multiple use businesses
M. Warehouses or distribution centers
N. Recreational facilities
O. Commercial parking lots
P. Manufacturing, assembly, processing, packing and research facilities
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Q. Sawmills
R. Auto body shops
S. Public & Institutional facilities
(1) Hospitals





T. Multi-family uses (such as apartments and condominiums)
SPECIAL EXCEPTIONS
The following uses may be by approval of the Board of Adjustment as a special exception in addition to meeting all the
requirements of the Planning Board as referred to in Section 4 of this Ordinance.
A. Salvage yards, junk yards, auto grave yards
B. Cemeteries
C. Excavation, sand & gravel
D. Public service utilities
QUESTION NO. 2: Are you in favor ofthe adoption ofthe above amendment to the Town YES I—
I
Zoning Ordinance which combines the permitted uses with the
special exceptions except for the four articles as listed above? I^Ci CD
ARTICLE II
DESIGNATION OF DISTRICTS
D. Purposes, Permitted Uses and Special Exceptions
No Ordinance presently exists for the following:
ADD: Aquifer Conservation District
Authority and Purpose
Pursuant to the authority granted under RSA 674.21 , the Town of Chichester hereby adopts the
following regulations. The purpose ofthese regulations is, in the interest ofpublic health, safety and
general welfare, to protect, preserve, and maintain existing and potential groundwater supply and
and groundwater recharge areas within known aquifers from adverse development, land use
practices or depletion.
This is to be accomplished by regulating land uses which would contribute polluted water to
designated aquifers identified as being needed for present and future public and private water
supply. It is the intention of this ordinance to respect agriculture uses as defined in the NH Statute
672.1.
District DeFined
The Aquifer Conservatin District shall encompass those areas which have been designated as
having medium potential to yield groundwater as shown on the Town of Chichester Aquifer
Conservation District map which is on file with the Planning Board. The basis for said map is the
map itiled "Availability of Ground Water in the Middle Merrimack River Basin, Central and
Southern New Hampshire" which was prepared by the U.S. Geological Survey in cooperatin with
the New Hampshire Water Resources Board and dated 1976 which is on file with the U.S.
Geological Survey Office in Concord.
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The Town of Chichester Aquifer Conservation District map is hereby adopted by reference as a
zoning overlay district within which additional standards apply to the underlying zoning
classification. In all cases where the standards for this district conflict with those of the underlying
district, the more restrictive requirement(s) shall apply.
Incorrectly Designated Zones
When the actual boundary ofthe Aquifer Conservation District is disputed by any owneror abutter
affected by said boundary, the Planning Board, at the owner/abutter's expense and request, may
engage the services of a professional geologist or hydrologist to determine more accurately the
precise boundary of said District. The Planning Board shall have the authority to make the final
determination as to the location of a disputed boundary.
Prohibited uses
The following uses shall not be permitted within the Aquifer Conservation District:
1
.
Disposal of solid waste.
2. Subsurface storage of petroleum and refined petroleum products and chemicals.
3. Disposal of liquid or leachable wastes, except from residential, commercial, or industrial systems which discharge
human sanitary wastes only.
4. Industrial uses which discharge contact type process waters on site. Non-contact cooling water discharge is permitted.
5. Outdoor unenclosed or uncovered storage of road salt.
6. Dumping of snow containing de-icing chemicals if the snow is brought in from outside the Aquifer Conservation
District.
7. Excavation of sand or gravel, except where conducted in accordance with a permit issued pursuant to RSA 1 55-E, or
except when incidental to a permitted use.
8. Disposal, processing or recycling of hazardous or toxic materials.
9. Automotive service or repair shops.
10. Junk and salvage yards.
1 1
.
Bulk storage of toxic material for resale or distribution.
Conditional Use Permit
Any use permitted in the underlying district, except those which are expressly prohibited in Section D. above, shall be
reviewed by the Planning Board and shall conform to the provisions of this ordinance. Conditional Use Permits shall be granted
by the Planning Board subject to the following additional limitations:
1
.
No more than 50 percent of any lot shall be rendered impervious by buildings and pavement.
2. Petroleum products, chemicals, road salt, and other materials which have the potential for contaminating groundwater
shall be stored above ground level within a fully enclosed structure designed to contain any spill within the structure.
3. In the case of any sand or gravel excavation permitted in accordance with RSA 155-E, or with respect to any earth
removal allowed as being incidental to any permitted use, such excavation or removal shall not be carried out within
eight (8) vertical feet of the seasonal high water table.
4. Storm drainage facilities shall be designed so that normal infiltration to groundwater is retained.
5. Single family and two-family homes are exempt from Conditional Use Permit review.
Special Exceptions
Any use which may be allowed by special exception in the underlying zoning district must be found by the Zoning Board of
Adjustment, in written findings of fact, that all of the following are true:
I . The proposed use will not have a detrimental effect on the quality ofthe groundwater contained in the aquifer by directly
contributing to pollution or by increasing the long-term susceptibility of the aquifer to potential pollutants;
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2. The proposed use will not cause a significant reduction in the long-term volume of water contained in the aquifer, or in
the storage capacity of the aquifer;
3. The proposed use will discharge no waste water on site other than that which is permitted under the provisions of this
Article; and
4. The proposed use complies with all other applicable sections of this article.
The Zoning Board ofAdjustment may require that the applicant for a special exception provide data or reports prepared by a
professional engineer or qualified groundwater consultant to assess any potential damage to the aquifer that may result from the
proposed use. The Zoning Board ofAdjustment may engage such professional assistance as it requires to adequately evaluate
such reports and to evaluate, in general, the proposed use in light of the above criteria. Costs for any of the above-mentioned
services shall be paid by the applicant.
Prior to rendering a decision on an application for a special exception, the Zoning Board ofAdjustment shall request from the
Planning Board and the Conservation Commission opinions as to whether the proposed use is consistent with the purpose of this
Article.
Definitions
For the purpose of this Article, the following terms shall have the meaning given herein:
AQUIFER: Aquifer means a geologic formation, group offormations, or part of a formation that
is capable of yielding quantities of groundwater usable for municipal or private water supply.
CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT: Approval required subsequent to Planning Board review ofa
development proposal, other than those for single family and two-family construction, in
accordance with this ordinance, and prior to the issuance of any building permit by the Town.
GROUNDWATER: Water in the subsurface zone at or below the water table.
HAZARDOUR OR TOXIC MATERIALS AND WASTE: Waste material which may pose
a present or p)otential hazard to human health or the environment when improperly stored,
transported or disposed of or otherwise managed. Examples of hazardous waste include: toxic
(poisonous) wastes; flammable wastes (paint, varnish removers, solvents and oils); reactive
wastes; and corrosive wastes (acids).
LEACHABLE WASTES: Waste materials, including solid wastes and sludge that are capable
of releasing contaminants to the surrounding environment.
SLUDGE: Residual materials produced by water and sewage treatment processes and domestic
septic tanks.
SOLID WASTE: Any discarded or abandoned material including refuse, putrescible material,
septage, or sludge as defined by New Hampshire Solid Waste Rules He-P 1901.03. Solid waste
includes solid, liquid, semi-solid, or certain gaseous waste material resulting from residential,
industrial, commercial and mining from community activities.
Non-conforming Uses
Any non-conforming use may continue and may be maintained, repaired and improved, unless such use is determined to be
an imminent hazard to public health and safety by the Selectmen or Health Officer. No non-conforming use may be expanded,
changed to another non-conforming use, or renewed after it has been discontinued for a period of twelve ( 1 2) months or more.
Administration
The provisions of the Aquifer Conservation District shall be administered by the Planning Board or Zoning Board of
Adjustment. All development proposals, other than single or two-family residential construction not involving the subdivision of
land, shall be subject to subdivision and/or site plan review and approval, and shall require a Conditional Use Permit if located
within the Aquifer Conservation District, in accordance with Planning Board rules and regulations. Such review and approval
shall preceed the issuance of any building permit by the Town.
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QUESTION NO. 3: Are you in favor ofthe adoption ofthe above amendment to the Town YES L-
1
Zoning Ordinance which would establish an aquifer conservation
district to protect the water supply of the Town for the future? ^^^ r~|
ARTICLE III
GENERAL PROVISIONS
C. Trailers, Mobile Homes and Trailer Parks
PRESENTLY READS:
3. The Board of Adjustment may, as special exception, permit:
A. Single trailers and/or mobile homes owned by residents and stored or parked during periods of non-use on the
premises of the owner. Recreational trailers and vehicles are exempt.
B. The temporary use of a trailer or mobile home for one year to be maintained as living quarters by a person for whom
a residence is being built, or as an office, storeroom or showroom, in connection with construction work or in
connection with logging operations, providing that such use is shown to be a temporary expedient and also that the
use will conform with sanitary protection requirements.
I
C. More permanent use of a house trailer or mobile home to an existing residence as a temporary accessory solely for
the purpose of elderly housing for relations, permitted during life of occupant, and thereafter removed.
PROPOSED TO READ:
3. The Building Inspector may permit:
A. Single trailers and/or mobile homes owned by residents and stored or parked during periods of non-use on
premises of the owner. Recreational trailers and vehicles are exempt.
B. The temporary use of a trailer or mobile home for one year to be maintained as living quarters by a person for
whom a residence is being built, or as an office, storeroom or showroom, in connection with construction work or in
connection with logging operations, providing that such use is shown to be a temporary expedient and also that the
use will conform with sanitary protection requirements.
C. More permanent use of a house trailer or mobile home to an existing residence as a temporary accessory solely for
the purpose of elderly housing for relations, permitted during life of occupant, and thereafter removed.
QUESTION NO. 4: Are you in favor ofthe adoption ofthe above amendment to the Town YES I—
I
Zoning Ordinance which would allow the Building Inspector to issue





The zoning ordinances as adopted and amended shall not apply to existing structures or to the
existing use of any building which is non-conforming. It shall apply to any alteration or expansion
of a non-conforming use or building which by reason of such alteration or expansion is made
substantially different from the non-conforming use or condition existing prior to the alteration or
expansion. When an existing non-conforming use has been discontinued, the land and buildings
shall thereafter be used only in conformity to this ordinance. For the purpose of this provision, a use
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will be considered discontinued when it has ceased for a period of six (6) consecutive months. The
Board of Selectmen may approve an extension of the discontinuance if applied for in advance and if
the reasons are justified and meet the intent and spirit of the ordinance.
PROPOSED TO READ:
The zoning ordinances as adopted and amended shall not apply to existing structures or to the
existing use of any building which is non-conforming. It shall apply to any alteration or expansion
of a non-conforming use or building which by reason of such alteration or expansion is made
substantially different from the non-conforming use or condition existing prior to the alteration or
expansion. When an existing non-conforming use has been discontinued, the land and buildings
shall thereafter be used only in conformity to this ordinance. For the purpose of this provision, a use
will be considered discontinued when it has ceased for a period of twelve ( 1 2) consecutive months.
The Board of Selectmen may approve an extension of the discontinuance if applied for in advance
and if the reasons arc justified and meet the intent and spirit of the ordinance.
QUESTION NO. 5: Are you in favor ofthe adoption ofthe above amendment to the Town YES I—I
Ordinance which would allow ^he period of discontinued use to be
extended from six (6) months to twelve (12) months? ^q Q
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TOWN OF CHICHESTER
STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS FOR 1988 - 1989
TOWN OF CHICHESTER
STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS FOR 1988-1989
TOWN OF CHICHESTER
STATEMENT OF REVENUES FOR 1988-1989
COMPUTATION OF TAX RATE
Net Assessed Valuation $ 98/815/096
Town Property Taxes Assessed $ 1/418/984
Less: Est. War Service Tax Credits 8/000
Net Property Tax Committment $ 1/410/984
Tax Rate: Town - $3.43 County - $1.39 School - $9.54 Total - $14.36
Net School Appropriations $ 968/082
County Tax Assessment 138/955
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Town Hall/ Lands and Buildings $ 129/500.00
Furmniture and Equipment 6/400.00
Libraries/ Lands and Buildings 3/000.00
Police Department/ Lands and Buildings 1/979.40
Fire Department/ Lands and Buildings 49/000.00
Equipment 179/994.00
Highway Department/ Lands and Buildings 28/789.00
Materials and Supplies 2/500.00
Parks/ Commons and Playgrounds 48/749.00
Schools, Lands and Buildings/ Equipment 671/400.00
All Lands and buildings acquired











Due From Other Funds
Due From Others
Prepaid Expenses
Amount To Be Provided For






Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
All Governmental Fund Types and Expendable Trust Funds









Proceeds of Long-term Debt













Total Expenditures and Other Uses
Excess of Revenues and
Other Sources Over (Under)
Expenditures and Other Uses
Fund Balances - January 1


































Statement of Appropriations, Expenditures and Encumbrances









































Statement of Appropriations, Expenditures and Encumbrances











Total Culture and Recreation
Debt Service
Principal of Long-term Notes
Interest Expense - Long-term Notes


















DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENSES












Total for Town Officer's Salaries









Farmer's Portable Toilet Sen.
Hank's Lock 4 Key Shop
Hillsborough Country Sheriff
Homestead Press





































































































Concord Fire Extinguisher Ser.
Concord True Value
Dave's Concrete







































































Uell Hung Dry Uall
Wilber's Servistar
































Total for General Government Buildings & tl8 59358.16
(16 Reappraisal of Property & 117
Avitar 30,500.00
Total for Reappraisal of Property & 1(7 30500.00
(17 Planning A Zoning
Brown's River Bindery, inc 85.86
Central NH Planning Coranission 574.25
Chichester P.T.O. 3.00
Concord Monitor 732.67
Country Road Press 70.29
Loring, Short & Harmon 85.00
Merrimack County Registry 343,00
B. Gregory Miller 2,748.18
Suncook Valley Sun 887.75




Total for Planning 4 Zoning 7040.87
Pittsfield District Court
Upton, Sanders 4 Smith




119 Advertising & Regional Association
Central NH Planning Comission
N.H. Association of Assesors
N.H. Assoc, of Cons. Comm.
NH City 4 Town Clerks Assoc.
NH Municipal Association
NH Tax Collector's Association












U.M. Cook 4 Son
DeCato Sand 4 Gravel










































































Clark's Grain Store, INC.




DeCato Sand & Gravel
O&L Repair Service



















































































Clark's Grain Store, INC.
Benjamin Daroska
D&L Repair Service


















Total for General Highway















































Concord Sand & Gravel
DeCato Sand & Gravel









Dai I Transportation Inc.
Nornan Daroska
DeCato Sand & Gravel



















































































Clark's Grain Store, INC.
Country Road Press


















NH Department oi Sa-fety
NH Prosecutors Association
















































































Total for Police Department
#20 Fire Department
Chichester Fire Department
Total for Fire Department
«34 Refunds 139 Upgrade Hilliard Road
Francis Pike
Tax Collector - Chichester
Town Clerk - Chichester
H. Franklin Parker
Harold & Nancy Loso
Arthur Ellis
Brady 4 Mary Bryan
Oliver Mobbs
Total for Refunds
i35 Tax Hap Updates
Willian E. Turner Associates



















Total for Patriotic Purposes
139 Upgrade Hilliard Road
AM Construction Company



































Total for Upgrade Hilliard Road
140 Town Report
Country Road Press
Total for Town Report
#42 Long Term Interest
The Suncook Bank
Total for Long Term Interest
*43 Short Term Interest
The Suncook Bank
Total for Short Term Interest
S44 Tax Anticipation Notes
The Suncook Bank
Total for Tax Anticipation Notes
1(45 Long Term Debt
The Suncook Bank
Total for Long Term Debt
1146 Taxes Bought by Town
Tax Collector - Chichester







l»41 Article «22 & «23 Sander & Plow
E.U. Sleeper Company 17,605.00












1146 Taxes Bought by Toun
147 County Taxes
Merriraack County Treasurer 138,955.00
Total ^or County Taxes 138955.00
1148 Fire Station Reserve l»12
Concord Savings Bank 40,000.00
Total {or Fire Station Reserve lt]2 40000.00
1149 Rescue Truck Reserve 1119
Concord Savings Bank 10,000.00
Total for Rescue Truck Reserve 1119 10000.00
1150 Visiting Nurse Association
Connunity Action Program 1,233.00
Total -for Connunity Action Program 1233.00
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TOWN OF CHICHESTER, N.H.
TREASURER'S REPORT
Cash on Hand, January 1, L9.>3

















Property Tax Interest (1)
Property Tax (2)







19Jii Property Tax (1)



























































Police Reports & Reimbursement




Trustee of Trust Funds
Pistol Permits
Highway Equipment Fund (Concord Savings Bank)
Upgrading Hllliard Road (Duford)
Reimbursements, overpayments, fines, etc.
Loans
Transferred from Savings Account
Total Receipts and Cash in Bank
Less Orders Drawn by Selectmen




























Cash on Hand January 1, 1933
Received from Interest
Transferred to General Fund











R ca L. Bilodeau, Treasurer






Summary of Tax Accounts
Year Ended December 31, 1938
CHICHESTER
DR.
Uncollected Taxes - Beginning
o-f Fiscal Year: (1)
Property Ta.xes
President Ta>!es














































Summary o-f Tax Accounts










Land Use Change Tax,
Yield Taxes







































(1) These uncollected balances should be the same as last year's
ending balances.
(2) Overpayments should be included as part o-f regular remittance
items.
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Form MS 61 Summary o-f Tax Sale/Tax Lien Accounts
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1988
City/Town o^^ :_ CHICHESTER
DR.
Tax Sale/Lien on Account of Levies o-f
1987 1986 Prior
Balance o-f Unredeemed Taxes
Beginning o-f Fiscal Year: > 27,102.63. *_15>591^56_
Taxes Sold/Executed to Town
During Fiscal Year; * _5§j2§?.-J?
Subsequent Taxes Paid:
Interest Collected After
Sale/Lien Execution: _J-j!ii'i-j£r_ _Jj521t3P_ __lJaQ.2!l..
Redemption Cost: 6^.J50 51»36_ £l.2Z-.




Redemptions « _32i763.66 *J:2_,6l7.99_ *_llj321t26_
Interest ?< Cost A-fter Sale _ijL^^3I _3ji5Pi_-^ __l,62lJ)J_
Abatements During Year
Deeded to Town During Year 315.10 269.J^ 25U._20_
Unredeemed Taxes End of Year 26^0qi_.96 jjf^215_.^0
Unredeemed Subsequent Taxes
Unremitted Cash
Total Credits 60,227.69 30,7^7.^9 21,263.03
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~r.Sk.x CcdX 1 ^cr-tcar- =" ^ R:^FDor--t:.
Form MS 61 Summary o-f Tax Sale Accounts to Other Purchasers
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 198B
Ci ty/Town o-F : __Cra:CHESTER
DR.
Levies o^ Tax Sale Accounts to Others
1987 1986 Prior
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes
Beginning of Fiscal Year: * ?j3!il'3^ *__JtPifi^
Taxes sold to Others
During Fiscal Year: » 351^85
Subsequent Taxes Paid:
Interest Collected After
Tax Sale U9._76 ___3§3'j3 ___25i^l^
Redemption Cost:
Total Debits U0I.6I l,6oU.53 655-98
CR.
Remittances to Purchasers
During Fiscal Year: 351.85 1,31+1.35 U0I+.82
Redemptions * ^
Interest ?< Cost After Sale ]^n f^ 2Si.JLB_ ___2^JLli.
Abatements During Year
Deeded During Year
Unredeemed Taxes End of Year
Unredeemed Subsequent Taxes
Unremitted Cash





James C & Eunice Bates
Lane Rd
Chichester NH 03263
REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK






This has been a busy year for the Police Department. The
position of Chief changed in mid-June and as the incoming
Chiefs I reinstated former Officers Bruce Graham and Tim
Whitmarsh. Officer Googins resigned in August and moved
back to Maine for family reasons. I hired Officer Alden
Brown as a Special officer. Al came to us with many years
of knowledge and experience behind him. He has been of
great help during the day when extra coverage is needed.
Recently added to our roster is Officer John Martel. Although
John has no past experience as a Police officer he has
been riding with our officers while on patrol gaining first
hand knowledge and basic "on the job training". John will
start the Part-Time Officers Academy in the near future.
The roster may seem large for the Town of Chichester but
due to New Hampshire Police Standards and Training Council
Policy limiting part-time officers' duty time and the increased
activity in the Town it is necessary^, if we are to ensure
24 hour-a-day/ seven days a week coverage.
In the last quarter of 1988/ the Department covered twenty-eight
motor vehicle accidents. The statistics for the year show
ninety-three motor vehicle accidents ranging from "fender
benders" to two fatalities. This does not include any
accidents covered by the State Police when we were not
available. Burglaries and thefts have increased by 30%.
Juvenile problems have increased by 125%. Domestic situations
have increased by almost 50%. There was a basic increase
of at least 15% in most situations where the Police Department
was called or needed as a necessary element.
In the third quarter of 1988/ we purchased a 1982 Ford
LTD cruiser from Pittsfield. It is similar to the existing
1982 Ford LTD the Department owns. The purchase was necessary
because of the mechanical condition of the existing vehicle.
The age and former useage of both these vehicles are showing
in maintenance and repair bills. The newest purchase has
had body work and new paint. This is why most of you will
not recognize it on patrol. With the addition of decals
on the doors we hope it becomes familiar to you.
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We are a part-time department with the majority of us having
other full-time jobs/ but we intend to serve the Town of
Chichester as fully as is needed. Please* never hesitate
to call usf if you feel you need us. We are here to serve
you.










If needed/ just call 225-5006.
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REPORT OP TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND STATE FOREST RANGER
1988
Between July 1987 and June 1988/ we experienced more fires
than normal. The three leading causes of forest fires
were again children* fires kindled without written permission
of a Forest Fire Warden and debris burning. All causes
are preventable but only with your help.
Please help our town and state forest fire officials with
forest fire prevention. Contract your forest Fire Warden
for more information.
Enforcement of a state timber harvest regulation is the
responsibility of State forestry officials. Our state
has excellent timber harvest regulations; however* your
assistance is needed.
If you know of a logging operation and suspect a state
timber harvest law may be violated; call your Forest Fire
Warden; Concord Forest Protection Headquarters at
(603) 271-2217; or local Forest Ranger.
On January 1; 1989; the Deceptive Forestry Business Practices
Law (RSA 224:54) goes into effect. This law; in summary/
states that a person is guilty of a misdemeanor if; in
the course of buying or selling a forest product; uses
a false weight or measure for falsely determining any quality
or quantity of a forest product. For more information;
contact one of the persons mentioned above.
FOREST FIRE STATISTICS - 1988
Number Fires Acres Burned Cost of Suppression
Statewide Statewide Statewide
498 509.10 $78;144.93
Number Fires Acres Burned Cost of Suppression
District District District
53 343^ $12;604.00
Number Fires Acres Burned Cost of Suppression
Town Town Town
$
CHICHESTER; FOREST FIRE WARDEN - WALTER SANBORN
Telephone 798-5943
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Dear Residents of Chichester,
I want to take this opportunity to say thank you for all
your support during my years of being Fire Chief in Chichester.
A special heartfelt thanks go out to all my firefighters
who gave so unselfishly of themselfs. It was an honor and privilege
































TOTAL CALLS MADE: 155
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1988 Fire Equipment Purchased:
24 Pager batteries
2 Life Safety Code Hand Books
1 14 piece Comb Wrench Set
1 6 Piece Screw Nut Splitter Set
1 4 Piece Pry Bar Set







1 Antenna and Mounts
5 Pager Cases





1 Headset and Speaker
2 Shinua Pagers
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Detailed Statement Of Expenses :




Sanel Auto Parts 1,200.52
Beanstalk 202 492.93
Bergeron Associates 1,422.00
Santa Fe Freight 242.00
Heath Flower Shop 77.00
Merriam Graves 110.20
Epsom Circle Market 15.75
N.H. Fire Standards and Training 13.50
Clarks Grain Store 215.37
Saymore Trophy 231.45
Fire Chief Magazine 24.00









Penn. Hampshire Lubricats 3.70
N.C.E. 81.95
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Detailed Statement of Expenses
Middlesex Fire Equipment $2,479.61
Fire Service Institute of N.H. 107.66
Denis Call 45.00
Mike Hall 15.00




L.N.C. Industrial Repair 308.00
Dray Publications 287.70
Country Road Press 30.00
D. Mc Leod Florest 25.00
Fire Guard of N.H. 25.00
TOTAL SPENT: $25,280.09




F . I . C . A .
































CENTER BARNSTEAD FIRE DEPARTMENT
Telephone (603)269-4121
CENTER BARNSTEAD, NEW HAMPSHIRE
03225





Effective midnight, March 31, 1989 Center Barnstead Fire Department
Ambulance will cease operations, the contract towns Chichester, Epsom,
Barnstead and Pittsfleld will continue with uninterrupted service
until that date.
Due to this decision we withdraw all contracts and budget figures sub-




Ctr. Barnstead Fire Dept
.
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1988 REPORT OF THE TREASURER OF THE
CHICHESTER TOWN LIBRARY TRUSTEES
+GENERAL FUND*
Cash on hand , January 1 , 1988 $ 1 , 040 , 89
Receipts
:




Total Receipts $ 4 , 133 . 98
Payments:
Librarian $1 , 260 . 00
Book Purchase 1 , 211 . 89
Book Lease 582 . 12
Magazines 36 . 25
Summer Reading Program 63.59
Telephone 15 . 00
Postage 15 . 00
Librarians's Training Course.... 144.00
Supplies 75.92
Miscellaneous 37 . 00
To Encyclopedia Fund 200.00 $ 3.640.77
Balance , December 31 , 1988 $ 493.21
MEMORIAL FUNDS*
Balance , January 1 , 1988 ...,.$ 26 . 04
Summer Reading Supplies 26 .04
Blance , December 31 , 1988 $ . 00
*R. ARNOLD NEWCOMB BEQUEST*
Balance, January 1, 1988 $12,608.37
Interest 703.94
Balance , December 31 , 1988 $13 , 312 . 31
LIBRARY BUILDING FUND*
(earned by Library Trustees)
Balance, January 1, 1988 $ 9,558.46
Interest 893.84
Balance , December 31 , 1988 . . ^ $10 , 452 . 30
ENCYCLOPEDIA FUND*
Balance, January 1, 1988 $ 505.25
from General Fund $ 200 . 00
Book Sales ... 66 . 15
Interest 65.69 $ 331.84
Balance , December 31 , 1988 $ 837 . 09
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I am frequently surprised by the number of Chichester
residents who are not aware that Chichester has a town
library/ or who do not know where the Chichester Town
Library is located; so let me begin by informing newcomers
to Chichester (and maybe some not-so-new arrivals) that
the Chichester Town Library is presently located on Main
Street on the second floor of the Chichester Town Hall.
Any resident of Chichester may borrow books from the library;
no fee is charged to become a library patron/ only a request
for you to leave your name/ address and phone number for
the library records.
The library is staffed by one part time librarian
and by volunteer library aides. June Hatch/ after many
years of service to the library/ "turned in" her keys
due to increased demands upon her time. She will be missed.
Joyce Lemay and Purita Arnold were also unable to continue
as aides during 1988. Hannah West left the Board of Trustees
(and have we missed her!) but remained as a library aid.
Carolee Davison joined the Board of Trustees and signed
on as library aide. Also serving as library aides have
been Faye McAnney/ Barbara Frangione/ Norma Cummings/
Cathy Brooks/ Milly Becker and Johanna Sanborn. With
the increase in aides we have been able to increase the
open hours of the library from six to eight hours a week.
The library has continued to increase the number
of books available to patrons. We have continued to participate
in a book leasing program that enables the library to
have access to current fiction and non-fiction material
without having to provide shelf space for the volumes.
We have received donations of innumerable usable books
from many town residents and from the State Library.
The Trustees and librarian individually and as a group
purchased books throughout the year. Many hours have
been spent pruning the shelves to make room for new books
without sacrificing any materials that should be retained.
Good books that have been discarded or replaced have been
made available to the general public through books sales
at the library/ on the West's front lawn or at Old Home
Day.
Circulation at the library has remained at over 5/000
volumes for the year/ a very healthy number for a town
the size of Chichester. While the juvenile circulation
continues to rise it has been encouraging to note an increase
in adult fiction and non-fiction circulation. The juvenile
circulation is aided by Story Hour/ the use of the library
by the kindergarten and by the Summer Reading Program.
The Story Hour/ normally held on Tuesday mornings for
an hour of story telling/ simple craft making and book
borrowing/ has temporarily been suspended due to lack
of volunteers to lead the program. The kindergarten learns
to use the library by attending once a week. The Summer
Reading Program was as great a success as previously reported.
Over 40 children joined in trying to find the "secret
spot". Much thanks go to Wendy Kneeland for her many
hours of work and her continuing interest in providing
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this program for the youth of Chichester. This year we
also thank John Prickett for providing the entertainment
at the party and applaud Elizabeth Meehan for winning
the prize for picking the right spot for her fish in the
big blue sea.
The primary goal of the Board of Trustees remains
to be able to provide the best possible service to the
largest portion of the population of Chichester. We continue
to feel that this goal can be best reach by admission
to the Statewide Library Development System and by acquisition
of a first floor spot for the library. The need for handicap
accessible facilities with increased shelf space becomes
greater each year; it also will become more expensive
to achieve each year that passes. The library will be
able to assist itself in funding but our access to other
funding lessens each year that we are not able to meet
public standards. It is hoped that this coming year will













Date oT Name of
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
1988
The Commission has begun work on developing management
plans for the two larger properties designated as town
forests - Carpenter Memorial Park and the Spaulding lot.
With the help of Ansel Sanborn and other volunteers in
the youth recreation program of the town/ plans have been
drawn uf) to grade and reseed one or more areas of open
land at Carpenter park for use as Little League Ball Fields
and Youth Soccer Fields. We would like to do this in conjunction
with work being done in 1989 on the school grounds to bring
the baseball field there up to a size approaching a big
league field/ and ask for your support on this project.
The 110 acre Spaulding lot has a good potential for development
as a town forest/ and we hope to be able to harvest some
timber there in the near future to acquire funds for timber
stand improvement work both there and on the wooded areas
of Carpenter Park.
We co-sponsored the Ground Water Potection Study and Plan
with the Planning Board/ and are working with other volunteers
on proposals for the New Hampshire Land Trust.
We were pleased to welcome Betty Whitman and Ian Blackman
as new members of the Commission/ bringing our membership
up to five and express our appreciation to the County Extension
Forester and the SCS District Conservationist for their
advice on plans for Carpenter Memorial Park.
Allen Mayville




The Health Officer received the following calls from April
to December.
Three (3) inspections for foster care or day
care.
One (1) inspection of a food service.
Four (4) inspections of complaints concerning
possible sewage problems.




This year the Block Grant Fund went to widening Cross/
Bacheldar/ and Mason Roads. Chichester's only scenic road;
Blackman/ was ditched/ trees thinned out and the bridge
rebuilt
.
Most of the tar roads were ditched and a small amount of
tar shim in the worst areas.
The Tar Fund was spent largely on sand; sealing 4.5 miles
of existing tar road. One-half mile of new tar was laid
on Center Road and a blind dangerous corner on Canterbury
Road was reconstructed.
The parking lot at the Grange Hall was built primarily from
fill created by Cross road and ditching the tar roads.
This solved two problems in one operation.
Working with the Fire Department/ Selectmen and landowners/
we have created two new waterholes for fire protection.
We/ the Road Agent and crew have tried to work with the
different town departments and townspeople to set goals
and projects in everyone's best interest. We appreciate






The Building Inspector's office has had a busy year/ although
the total number of permits is down this year and the number
of new homes being started has somewhat declined. Below
are some figures showing an average month's activity for
the office:
Building Plans Reviewed 2
Permits Issued 6
Construction Inspections 11
Occupancy Permit Inspections 2
Phone Calls Received 25
The following figures show the number and types of permits
issued and give a comparison to the 1987 totals.
PERMIT TYPE 1988 1987
New Dwelling 18 30
Addition or renovation to a
Dwelling 15 16
New Commercial Building 5
Commecial addition
or renovation 8 7
Accessory Building 19 15
Swimming pool 3 3
Other 3 3
If you need the services of the Building Inspector's office/
please call 798-4350. If no one is in/ please leave a




Board of SeLectmen May Zk, L988
Town HaLL
Chichester, New Hampshire O3263
During, the past few months the Chichester BuiLding Committee has
been studying the -addition of Town Office Space to the Grange HaLL.
As requested, the committee took a hard Look at alL the possibLc
aLternatives in connection with achieving the space that is
needed at the present time, with consideration for future growth
of the townt
With respect to an additon to the Grange HaLL, it is be Lieved this
wouLd be very costLy and difficuLt to do. Some of the reasons for
this are the present characteristics of the buiLding as weLL as the
site itseLf, being e^itremeLy awkward to work with.
The second alternative consered was the renovation of the basement
under the Grange HaLL. To better consider this aLternative we
enListed the aid of a buiLding contractor (Scott Teppcr) , to give
us an estimate of the cost of doing such renovations. (A copy of
the estimate accompanies this Letter.)
After carofuLLy considering both aLternatives the committee is of
the opinion that spending money for the purpose of Town Office Space
at the Grange HaLL, in the form of an addition, would be crtremely
eypcnsive. We aLso feel renovating under the hall would be too costLy
for the quality of the space achieved.
The committee does recommend that the selectmen do the reonovations
to the hall that would enable it to be used more efficiently. This
would be the addition of two handicap toilets on the main fLoor, as
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well as insulating and updating, the electric along with the
installation of a handicap ramp. At the same time the committee
would ask that the selectmen consider other alternatives to
aquiring office space, such as the purchase of land to house both
the Fire Department as well as the Town Offices. These consideration
should be addressed before money is spent on office space at the
Grange Hall.
Though our recommendation does not allow for the expansion of the
town offices, which will hamper the library expansion as well, the
committee feels that more investigation as well as more planning is
needed before any move is made. The committee would also request
that the selectmen reimburse both Scott Tepper and Roger Lawdrey
for their efforts.












ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT
of Chichester, N.H.
SCHOOL BOARD
FREDA JONES Term Expires 1989
H. DEXTER HEDSTROM Term Expires 1990
A. ALLAN CLARK Term Expires 1991
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Paul DeMi nl CO
ASST. SUPT. OF SCHOOLS
Thomas Haley




























Carol B . Kni ght
SECRETARY








CHICHESTER SCHOOL D I S TRI C T WARRAN T
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT IN THE TOWN OF
CHICHESTER, QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN DISTRICT AFFAIRS:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said
District, on the 14th day of March, 1989 at 10:00 o'clock In
the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a member of the School Board for the
ensuing three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. To choose an Auditor for the ensuing year.
The polls are to open at 10:00 A.M. and will close not
earlier than 6:00 o'clock P.M.
All other School District buHlneHB to be conducted at thp
regular School District meeting as otherwise posted.





A True Copy of Warrant Attest
V




I certify that on the Jj2_^£^ day of February 1989, I
posted a copy of the written warrant atte ted by the School
Board of said District at the place of mee t ing wl t hi n named
and a like attested copy at Jf^/y.yf ^ygi i> ^JjJlJI. and
OJi:(.nfAr.<iJc^^. 4t^^^-- and ilfu^J:u^V.h^. ^4/u^.ol^ being a
public place In said District. '> V/^ju^^^^
^ ^/^^^
Merrimack County, SS
//>// February, 1 9£f
Personally appeared the above X^y^'V^;^- q/^ 7(.x-<:^ and







THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT IN THE TOWN
CHICHESTER, QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN D I S TRI C T AFFAI RS :
OF
You are hereby notified to meet at the Grange Hall In
said District on the 4th day of March, 1989 at 2:00 P.M. to
act upon the following subjects:
1. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees,
or Officers chosen, and to pass any vote relating thereto.
2. To see If the District will vote to authorize the
School Board to accept gifts and donations from any source
on behalf of the School District.
3. To see If the District will vote to authorize the
School Board to apply for, accept, and expend, without
further action by the School District Meeting, money from
the state, federal, or other governmental unit or a private
source which becomes available during the 1989-90 school
fiscal year, provided that such expenditure be made for
purposes for which a School District may appropriate money
and that such expenditure not require the expenditure of
other School District funds. Further, that the School Board
hold a public hearing prior to accepting and spending such
money .
4. To see If the District will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $26,400 for the purpose of upgrading
the school parking facilities, ball fields and for the
removal of asbestos and asbestos contained materials of the
Chlcliester Central School; and authorize the expenditure of
sweepstakes revenue In the amount of $26,400 distributed by
the Department of Education under the provisions of 1988 New
Hampshire Laws, Chapter 278 to fund this appropriation.
5. To determine and appoint the salaries of the School
Board and Truant Officer, and fix the compensation of any
other officers or agents of the District.
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b. To see what sura of money the District will raise and
appropriate for the support of schools, for the salaries,
negotiated and otherwise, of School District officials and
agents and for the payment of statutory obligations of the
District and to authorize the application against said
appropriation of such sums as are estimated to be received
from the state foundation aid together with other Income;
the School Board to certify to the Selectmen, the balance
between the estimated revenue and appropriation, which
balance is to be raised by taxes by the town.
7. To choose Agents and Committees In relation to any
subjects embraced in the District.
8. To transact any other business that may legally come
before said meeting.
















































REVENUES & CREDITS AVAILABLE Revenues Budget
TO REDUCE SCHOOL TAXES 1988-89 1989-90
770 Unreserved Fund Balance $ 38,394.00
3110 Foundation Aid 65,375.00 77,511.00
3210 School Building Aid 30,000.00
3240 Catastrophic Aid 8,152.00 9,308.00
3270 Child Nutrition 12,033.00 12,033.00
4460 Child Nutrition Program 5,092.00
Federal Sources 3,500.00 3,500.00
Ot her 600.00 600.00
5100 Sale of Bonds or Notes 1,500,000.00 0.00
Trust Fund Income 16,600.00 19,900.00
Building Fund 18,000.00 17,500.00
Interest Income from Bond Proceeds 30,000.00 600.00
1700 Pupil Activities
School Lunch 19,623.00 21,585.00
TOTAL SCHOOL REVENUES & CREDITS 1,712,277.00 197,629.00
DISTRICT ASSESSMENT 968,082.00 1 ,302,505.00
TOTAL REVENUES & DISTRICT ASSESSMENT $ 2,680,359.00 1,500,134.00
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REPORT OF THE CHICHESTER SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
For the Fiscal Year July 1, 1987 to June 30, 1988
SUMMARY
Cash on Hand July 1, 1987 $ 37,223.90
Received from Selectmen $ 796,814.00
Revenue from State Sources 69,759.06
Received as Income from Trust Funds 16,663.55
Received from Other Sources 38 , 382 .09
TOTAL RECEIPTS $ 921 ,61 8. 70
Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year $ 958,842.60
Less School Board Orders Paid 922 ,905 .03
35,937.57
Brenda G . Fr ekey
District Treasurer
AUDITOR'S CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that we have examined the books,
vouchers, bank statements and other financial records of the
treasurer of the school district of Chichester of which the above
is a true summary for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1988 and





Several Important events took place In our school district
this past year.
At the March School District Meeting, it was voted to build a
much needed addition to the school which includes the
gym/cafeteria. The School Board wishes to thank all the people
who donated many hours of their time helping us plan this very
important project. The Space Needs Committee, Building Advisory
Committee and the Chichester Building Resource Committee provided
valuable assistance. Ansel Sanborn, as committee chairman, kept
the project moving with enthusiasm and humor. There were delays
In starting construction, but we expect the new facilities to be
ready for the opening of school in September.
Richard Fowler retired after having been our principal for
more than 20 years. A very special program was prepared in his
honor. There were former students present from nearly every
class who attended Chichester School during the time he was
principal. A very large crowd gathered to honor him.
A committee was formed to assist the School Board in
selecting a new principal. Stewart Armstrong was chosen to fill
this position. He has worked hard to make the transition a
smoo t h one
.
Many people have commented on the cleanliness of the school.
Be sure to let Francis Pike know you appreciate his efforts and
the excellent job he is doing.
When we move into our enlarged facilities, new programs will
be introduced. The Board has two years to conform to the new
State Standards for Education. Our budget this year reflects
part of these requirements. The balance will be in place the
following year.





This past year has proven to be both very busy and most rewarding due, In a
large measure, to the outstanding support from the community, the space
needs advisory committee, and the efforts of the staff, principal and the
School Board. Fine progress has been made In the capital project for the
facilities expansion at Chichester Central School. After some necessary
budget adjustments in August and September, and after a series of
negotatlons with a general cont rac t or , t he contract for construction was
awarded to the company of Bonnett, Page and Stone, Inc., Laconia, New
Hampshire. Work has progressed steadily throughout the fall and winter
months and as of this writing the project Is on schedule for completion in
August, 1989. I would like to thank Mr, Ansel Sanborn and the members of
the Building Advisory Committee for their outstanding efforts for making
this project a success.
During 1988, the Chichester School District and SAU /'/53 were fortunate in
receiving several successful grant applications. Monies from state and
federal sources supported the purchase of computers, printers, software,
and training for teachers. Grant money was also approved at the high
school level for substance abuse awareness and drop out prevention efforts.
Grant funds for these various activities at the local and SAU level
approached $65,000.00.
The Chichester School District, as in the past years, has joined other SAU
#53 communities participating In the federally funded Chapter I program.
Students in grades one through eight are selected for tutorial assistance
In reading and mathematics based on achievement testing results and teacher
recommendations. Chichester's current allocation of $26,152.00 funds two
tutors along with the purchase of instructional and assessment materials.
During 1988, an extensive long-range planning study of Chapter I services
was conducted. Representatives of all SAU #53 districts participated in
gathering and analyzing data upon which future programmatic decisions will
be based. Chapter I provides valuable and worthwhile services to many of
Chichester's students.
Citizens' participation In an organized form such as the P.T.A. and other
forms such as periodic volunteerlsra in the Chichester Central School is one
important factor for the success of our school. I thank you all for your
Involvement in the school and wish to encourage others to participate.
Please feel free to contact the school principal, Mr. Stewart Armstrong, or
Mrs. Candace Brehm, president of the P.T.A., should you wish to become more
active in your school.
In 1988 fall standardized tests scores, once again, show high student
achievement In areas of reading, mathematics, language, spelling, study
skills, science and social studies. The students have scored well above
national averages and generally above New Hampshire averages. Furthermore,
students have scored generally higher than their anticipated scores. A
good deal of time has been devoted to the analysis of these tests scores
and while It is Important that our standardized tests results are on the
Increased, I caution the reader that the standardized test scores are just
one component of school success.
Mr. Richard Fowler announced his retirement last spring after more than 20
years of service to the Chichester School District. Mr. Fowler served
children in his capacity of teacher and principal. His dedication and his
care of children will be greatly missed. I wish Dick a very happy and well
deserved retirement.
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As you all know by now, the Chichester School Board charged a screening
committee to review applications and to conduct interviews for the
selection of a new principal. Mr. Stewart Armstrong was nominated and
elected unanimously by the Board last June to serve as your new principal.
Mr. Armstrong, most recently, was the director of the Pine Haven School in
Allenstown, New Hampshire. He comes to Chichester with a variety of
administrative and instructional experiences. He has had many varied
successful teaching experiences primarily in the area of music. Mr.
Armstrong received his bachelor's degree from Boston University and
master's degree from Plymouth State College. He is a certified principal
in the State of New Hampshire and is Indeed a most welcomed addition to the
professional staff of the Chichester Central School. It is a pleasure to
have Mr. Armstrong involved in the school community at Chichester Central
School. On behalf of the Chichester School Board, I wish him the very best
for a very happy and successful stay at Chichester.
I thank you for your continued support of the Chichester Central School and
of SAU //53. I look forward to working with you in providing the very best






Chichester Central School opened on August 31, 1988 with an enrollment of 211 students.
This total was up to 220 by January 3, 1989. The staff is as follows:
Readiness & Grade I Johanna Sanborn Aides Judy Clark, Hanna West
Grades 1 & 2 Marilyn Koladish Elaine Lienhart, Robin Donovan
Grade 2 Virginia Sanborn Speech Therapist June Day
Grade 3 Sue Williams Occupational Therapist Jane Dyment
Grade 4 Janine Robinson Guidance Susan Barry
Grade 3 Jean Fifty Music Paula Jacobson
Grade 6 ...Patricia Brown Custodian Francis Pike
Grade 7 James Fifty Library Volunteer
Grade 8 John Farnum Coordinator Olive Edmunds
Learning Center .Elaine Coffey Nurse Betty Coughlin
Chapter I. Judy Snell Secretary June Hatch
Betty Nltchie Hot Lunch Director Natalie Henshaw
Hot Lunch Aide Catherine Locke
Chichester Central School is indeed an extraordinary school in a special community. It is
a "family" school where everyone cares for and watches out for each other. There is a
strong tradition of academic excellence, and pride in that record. Generally, the whole
school is viewed by all in a positive light. This Is reflected in the high level of
Involvement of the community in all aspects of school life—as volunteers, library aides,
room mothers, PTD members, committee members, coaches, classroom helpers, lunch helpers,
and as audience members at athletic, musical, and other school events. The turn outs for
the Open House and Parent Conference Day were very encouraging.
The big news this year is, of course, the Building Project. Ground was finally broken in
October, after much anticipation. Since then, the project has progressed well—due to
hard work by all involved, good weather, and good luck. There is strong optimism that the
eighth graders will be able to graduate in the new multi-purpose room, and that the whole
project will be completed in early August. Our new building will allow many
Improvements—bringing us in line with modern State school standards.
As always, Chichester can point with pride to the performance of its students on State
achievement tests. Our students scored above the national norm in all academic areas, and
well above the anticipated scores. They were also above State mean score levels in all
areas. These scores show the strong interest in education in Chichester, and the
experience and dedication of the faculty. The school staff is a caring, stable group of
people who want to be here working very hard with, and for our students.
This year saw the transition to a new principal. Everyone has been a tremendous help in
making this process a smooth one. The lines of communication are open among all facets of
the school community. We are working as a team to build on existing strengths, and to
Improve the overall effectiveness of the school—including academic excellence, school
environment, team goal setting, and community involvement. There are a number of goals to
be Implemented as part of plans of action for 1989-90, and for future school years. The
climate for gradual, logical change Is ripe. Chichester has great potential for becoming
a better, even superior school.
I would like to thank all who have welcomed me to Chichester, and helped make this year so
exciting. It Is with pleasure and anticipation that I look forward to many years of
working together with everyone for the benefit of our students. I sincerely appreciate
the opportunity to work in your school, with your wonderful youngsters.







July 1, 1987 - June 30, 1988
Beginning Balance, July 1, 1987 1 ,0A5.81
Receipts:
Lunch and milk sales, children












Balance, June 30, 1988
$ 20,408.20






















Food Inventory, June 30, 1988
Commodity inventory, June 30, 1988











Number lunches served to children






CHICHESTER STUDENTS ATTENDING PEMBROKE ACADEMY
Tuition Rate $3,900.00
1989-1990







































































Mor r 1 1 1 , Jenny


































Whit comb , David

























Intermediate Brown, Patricia $23,000.00
Social Studies Farnum, John 23,975.00
Math/Science Fifty, James 24,950.00
Intermediate Fifty, Jean 21,209.00
Elementary Gerdes, Janlne 16,702.00
Music Jacobson, Paula 3,855.00
Elementary Kolandlsh, Marilyn 20,088.00
Primary Sanborn, Johanna 24,950.00
Primary Sanborn, Virginia 23,000.00
Primary Williams, Sue 23,000.00
Resource Room Coffey, Elaine 20,564.00
Speech Therapist Day, June 6,020.09
Guidance Counselor Weaver, Karen 3,897.00
Nurse Coughlln, Betty 3,303.00
Principal Fowler, Richard' 29,000.00
PERFECT ATTENDANCE
1987-1988
Grade I Shannon Gagne
Grade 4 Joseph Miller










CHICHESTER 88 PROP TAX SUMMARY CHICHESTER 88 PROP TAX SUMMARY
OWNER TAXABLE TAX BILL OWNER TAXABLE TAX BILL
EDITH M
& PATRI
A OR L KENDALL & J OR M
A.J.C. INVESTMENTS
ABBOTT, ARTHUR & BARBARA
ADAMS, BLAKE E
AHEARN, THOMAS & LAURA
ALLEY, EMILY M
AMES, HAROLD W & JOAN M.
ANDERSON, DONALD T & FRA
ANDERSON, ROBERT SR. &
ANDREWS, JEFFREY G & GLO
ARNOLD, JOSEPH & PURITA
ARSENAULT, JOHN E TRUSTE
ASHBY, EDWIN R & MARILYN
AUDETT, PHILIP & SUSAN
AUSTIN, JOSEPH
AUSTIN, JOSEPH A
BAILAT, PAUL D &
BAILEY, ANDREW F
BAILEY, CHARLES
BAILEY, DON W & WINIFRED
BAILEY, HELENA
BAILEY, JAMES & KATHY
BAILEY, NANCY B
BAILEY, THEODORE G S EDN
BAILLARGEON, PAUL D
BAKER, BESSIE S % F. SHA
BANKS, DAVID A & ALICE L
BARRETT. CAROL A
BARTLETT SR., ROBERT G &
BARTLETT, ELBRIDGE M & W
BARTLETT, ROBERT SR G 4
BATCHELDER. HARVEY & ARL
BATES, JAMES & EUNICE
BATES, JAMES C EUNICE
BATES, JOHN H & EDITH P.
BAUM, MARK & LISA
BAUM, ROY A 5 KATHLEEN
BECKER, JEROME & CARMELL
BECKWITH AND CHOQUETTE
BELISLE, MICHAEL & CAROL
BENNETT, HAROLD J
BERNARD, EMILE R & ETHEL
BICKERT, DAVID P
BILODEAU, RICHARD D & RE
BIRON, ROGER E S DONNA B
BISHOP, PRISCILLA T
BLACKMAN, GEORGE S MARIA
BLOOMSTROM. R G
BOISVERT, ftlCHARD R & MA
BOND, MICHAEL A KATHY L
BOOTH, GLEN D
BOOTH, RALPH K & DIANE M
BORG, HERBERT F S ROSE A
BOSWAK, MICHAEL & BRENDA
BOUDREAU, ROBERT W & PAT
BOULEY, ROBERT
BOYD, JOHN E & NANCY B.
BOYNTON, MARGARET & CARO
BOZEN, PAUL
BRACKETT, WILLIAM L & SH
BRASLEY, DONALD V & JUDI
BREHM, STANLEY & ELLA
BRENNAN, LAWRENCE H & SA
BRIGGS, CHESTER
BROCHU, ERNEST L
BROOKS III, ROGER E
BROOKS, MARILYN
BROOKS, MICHAEL & GATHER


















MABEL L & WESLEY
MARY JANE
OWEN B M. ANNE








































































































































































































































BRYAN, BRADY L & MARY M
BURKE, WALTER M & JOAN M
BURLEIGH, DANIEL C & VIR
BYRNES, LAWRENCE & JESSI
BYRNES, LAWRENCE F
CALL, BLANCHE Z
CALL, DENNIS & DENISE
CALL, IRVING
CAMERINO, S. V M.A. RICH
CAPOBIANCO, RALPH T & BA
CARTER, DAVID F & BEULAH
CARTER, ELLEN
CASTELLANO. PAUL & IRENE
CASWELL, ALICE
CATAPANO, NICHOLAS V & C
CAVANAUGH, BRIAN & M. JA
CHAGNON, FREDERICK L & D
CHAGNON, WILFRED & DORIS
CHAPMAN, DOROTHY
CHARBONNEAU FAMILY DEVEL
CHARLTON, FREDERICK & SA
CHICHESTER TELEPHONE CO
CHRONIS, MARC
CLARK, ALLAN A & JUDITH
CLARK, DENNIS & CATHERIN
CLARK, JAMES W & HOLLY S
CLARK, MELVIN H
CLARK. VIOLA M
CLARKS GRAIN STORE, INC.
CLEASBY, LAWRENCE & ETHE
CLEASBY, LAWRENCE C & ET
CLEVELAND, JAMES W & KAT
COBURN SR., ANDREW & CAR
COBURN, FRANK VIRGINIA
COCHRAN, PAULINE M




CONNOR, THOMAS & JANIS
CONWAY, JOHN F & EMIKO B
COOK, ROBERT & DAWNA
COOMBS, BESSIE
COOPER, RANDOLPH 7 DARLE
COPP, GRACE SANDRA L DUG
CORLISS, GENEVA R
CORSON, BRENT & SHARON K
CORSON. THOMAS D& JUDITH
COSTANiO, SAM
COTTER, JULIA TRUSTEE FO
COUCH JR., C L & LAURIE
CRAY, WILLIAM R & JOAN L
CROKE, THOMAS F & DOROTH
CROSSROADS II CORP % ROB
CRUESS ASSOCS.
CUMMINGS, DAVID & BARBAR
CUMMINGS, ELDON W & SHEI
CUMMINGS, HOWARD A & NOR
CUSANO, LEE J & ANGELA M
CUSHMAN, DAVID E & SYLVI
CYR, NATHAN R & PHYLLIS
D'ENTREMONT, JAMES i KAR
DANDURAND, PAUL & KATHRY
DANE, WESLEY F % DONNA L
DANNA, JOSEPH J & JUDITH
DARBY, C. RICHARD & PAUL
DARLING, FRANK JR E & HE
DAROSKA, BENJAMIN & ELEA
DAROSKA, ELEANOR & E . LE
DAVIS, ANN
DAVISON, RICHARD J & CAR
DEBOLD, ELIZABETH
DECOSTER, ELMER E
DELAHANTY, THOMAS & FILE
DELISI, DONALD & PAULA
DEMERS, DAVID L & NANCY
DEMERS, LEO R & DORIS I
DENNISON, GARY
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CHICHESTER 88 PROP TAX SUMMARY
OWNER TAXABLE
DENNISON, WAYNE





DEWYNGAERT, THOMAS & M.







DOBBINS. WILLIAM L & PET
DODGE, LEONARD K & FERN
DOHERTY, EDWARD & PATRIC
DONOVAN, JOHN & ROBIN
DOW, CARL E
DREW, EDWARD
DREW, EDWARD G & BEVERLY
DREW, MARK ALAN & CRYSTA
DREW, RICHARD & HAZEL
DREW, RICHARD C & MADELI
DRINON, JOSEPH M & ANNE
DROLET, MAMIE L
DROLET, PHYLLIS
DUFORD, RONALD & HEATHER
DUGAS, THOMAS
DUNLAP, DONALD W & H. DI
DUNLAP, MICHAEL DIANE
DYKE. BRUCE
DYKSTRA, GEORGE & ANNA M
DYMENT, WENDALL R & HELE
EATON, MICHAEL R
5CKHARDT, RALPH F & A. J
EDMOND, CATHERINE H
5DM0NDS, ROBERT & ANNE Z
EDMUNDS, EDWARD S i OLIV
2DMUNDS, GERALD C & ESTH
EGAN, JOSEPH R & CAROL A
EIFLER, ROB & SUE
5ISENHAUER, BEVERLY
ELLIOTT, JOHN & MARLENE
ELLIS, ARTHUR G
ELLIS, GORDON E JUNE M
ELLSWORTH, JOHN & BETH A
EPSTEIN, MELVIN & CLAUDI
ESTABROOK, ROBERT H & TH
CSTATE OF CLINTON DANIEL
ESTES JR.. FREDERICK E
SUNICE, LEAVITT M & DARO
^AFARD, LEO & AGNES STEV
i'ALZONE, JAMES & NOREEN
i'ARHADIAN, JOLTN
i'ARNSWORTH, CALVIN M & L
^EDOLFI, JAMES L & CLARE
i-EDOLFI, JOSEPH & JEAN
?EENY, ROBERT N
i'ENG, DAVID S HELEN S
^ENTON. FRED & MAUREEN
''ERNANDEZ, GLORIA
i-ERNO, GORDON B & SANDRA
nFE, DONALD & MARTHA
^LANDERS, ANN F
^ORD, ROBERT A & ELSIE M
i-OREST JR, NORMAN B






'RANGIONE, DONALD A & BA
'RARY, DONALD A 4 ANN M.
'REDETTE INC, HENRY A











































































































































































































































FRENCH, FRED & FLORENCE
FRENCH, LELAND F
FROST, RICHARD & MARY
FULLER, VIRGINIA
GAGNE, ROBERT & LEISA
GAGNE, ROBERT A & KATHLE
GAGNON, ERNEST J & GLADY
GAMACHE, LIBBY J
GAMACHE, PAUL & EMMA
GAYER, JACQUELINE
GENEST, ETHELYN & LINDA
GIFFITHS, WILLIAM S & DO
GILBERT, DELPHIS R
GILBERT, DENNIS & DONNA
GILMORE, SANDRA L
GODFREY, HERBERT E & ARM
GOUNDER, PAUL & PRISCILL
GOVE, JO ANN & WILLIS J.
GRAY, LESLIE B
GRAY, ROBERT & DENISE
GRECO. VINCENT
GREENWOOD, WILLIAM M
GRIFFITHS, W G & C.A., B
GRIFFITHS. WILLIAM S & D
GRIVOIS, STEPHEN A & SHI
GROSSMILLER, GWEN M
GUY, DENIS & LYNN
HACKNEY, ROBERT J & AUDR
HALL, DAVID & JOAN
HALL, DOUGLAS KAREN
HALL, HAROLD & LOUIS N.
HALLQUIST, DAVID C & JOA
HAMEL, DOUGLAS 4 CORNELI
HAMEL, DOUGLAS H & CORNE
HAMMEN, PETER G RUTH E
HAMMOND, LARRY
HANRIGHT. ROBERT & KIM
HANSON, RICHARD & LILLIA
HANSON, ROSALIE
HARDIMAN, WILLIAM & CARO
HARMOND, HARRY & LILY
HARRIS, H R & J.T. TRUST
HARRIS, RANDY & DEBRA
HARRIS, ROBERT G & CAROL
HARRISON. WILLIAM G & BE
HART, HARVEY & CAROLYN
HASKETT, WILLIAM F & MAR
HATCH III, FRANK B
HATCH, ALBERT
HATCH, ALBERT L & GERALD
HATCH, FRANK JR. B & JUN
HAUCK, CHARLES & PATRICI
HEAD, R
HEARTZ, JOAN
HEATH. WALTER & HATTIE
HEDSTROM, HERBERT D S KA
HEGGIE, IRENE A
HEMEON HEIRS, ROBERT
HEMMILA, LESLIE A & VALE
HEMOND, ROBERT J. JONES
HEMOND, RONALD JONES C&
HENDEE JR, JOHN J & CARO
HENDERSON, MARK & CHRIST
HENSHAW, ROBERT & NATAL!
HILLIARD. HAROLD C & INA
HILLSGROVE, RAYMOND W
HILT, INEZ
HILTON, JAMES A & JOYCE
HOLDEN, MARK & PEGGY
HOLMES, DAVID & EL I ZABET
HORN, GERTRUDE C JAMES
HORNER, GLENN A
HOULE, RAYMOND W 4 LUCIL
HOULE, TERRANCE 4 MARGER
HOULE, TERRANCE A 4 MARG
HUBBARD, CHRISTOPHER W 4
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CHICHESTER 88 PROP TAX SUMMARY
TAXABLE
HUNTINGTON, JONATHAN 4 E
HUSSEY, ALVIN R
HUSSEY, DAVID W NAOMI J.





JENISCH, GARY & CAROLE D
JENKS, RAYMOND & A. ELIZ
JENNINGS, EARL E & DOROT
JEWELL, HAROLD L & LOREN
JOBIN, DENNIS & MICHELLE
JOHNSON, ROBERT L & BARB
JONES, GORDON & MARION
JONES, JENINE C
JONES, LESTER G & MARTHA
JONES, LILLIAN & FAY CRO
JONES, WILLIAM L & FREDA
JORDAN, JAMES J & DEBORA
JORDAN, JEFFREY & DEBORA
JORDAN, ROBERT W & PHYLL
KELLEY, JAMES C
KELLY, DOUGLAS P & SARA
KENDALL, LLOYD & RAYMOND
KENDALL. LLOYD A & BARBA
KENNEALLY JR., THOMAS &
KENNEALLY, JUDY
KENNEALLY, STEVEN A & DE
KENNEALLY, THOMAS & KIMB
KENNEALLY, TIMOTHY J & P
KESHEN, BARBARA R VALERI
KETTIGER, RICHARD L LOCK
KIMBALL, LUELLAN 4 ROSE
KIMBALL, LUELLAN E & ROS
KING, ALICE A
KINGSTON, RICHARD S MERY
KIRPOLENKO, EDWARD R & L
KLEMICK, ROBERT J
KNEELAND, MARK A & WENDY
KNIGHT, KENNETH & CAROL
KOSKO, CHET & BARBARA
KOSKO, LEON E & MAXINE A
KOSKO, MAURICE
KROCHMAL, JAMES H & GLOR
LADD. LEVI
LAFLEUR, W A & J. M.
LAFLEUR, WAYNE A & JANIC
LAJOIE. RONALD G
LAKE. DORIS M
LAMBERT, GARY & SHEILA
LAMORA, JAMES L & GLADYS
LAND EQUITIES
LANDRY, ROGER & LINDA
LANGEVlN, DOROTHY C RAND
LAPIERRE, THOMAS D LINDA
LAPLANTE, CHERYL L
LAPLANTE, DONALD
LAROUCHELLE, NORMAN L &
LATORELLA, ROBERT & CARO
LAVALLEY, RAYMOND
LAVIN. JOSEPH S & FLOREN
LAWSON, CYNTHIA
LAZICH. GILBERT & LIS
LEAVITT, EUNICE M
LEDOUX, BRIAN & LAUREN
LEE, CANUTE & FREELING T
LEMAY. FRANK H & JOYCE
LEMMON, RICHARD E
LENAHAN, JAMES B & JOYCE
LESIEUR, ANTHONY & NANCY
LESIEUR, DONALD R & JUDI
LESIEUR, RONALD D & LYNN
LEVESQUE, RENE J & NANCY
LEWIS, BARRY & DEBORAH
LEWIS, RALPH & KAREN
LICCIERDI, SAMUEL A DEBR
LIENHART, ROBERT L & ELA













































































































































































































































LINGNER, THOMAS & KAREN
LINGUIST, JOHN RUTH V
LOCKE JR, CHARLES & MERE
LOCKE, DONALD




LOWD, RONALD & NANCY
LUCIER. DAVID JR. H & DA
LUGG JR., GEORGE & LYNN




MACNIEL, DOUGLAS & ELLEN





MANN. ROBERT W & DIANE P
MARCELLING, STEVEN & R.G
MARDEN, ELEANOR L
MARDEN, LINWOOD
MARLIN REAL ESTATE DEV I
MARSH, DAVID H & ROBETA
MARSH, PETER & ROXANNE
MARSHALL HEIRS. HARRY %
MARSHALL, MARGUERITE T
MARSTON, FRANCES A
MARSTON, FRED M & DORIS
MARSTON, GILBERT & ELLEN
MARSTON, LEWIS B
MARTEL, MAURICE G & BEAT
MARTIN, KENNETH A. L. RO
MARTINEAU, ARTHUR & MARI
MASON, EDWIN W & LILLIAN
MASSIMINO, JOSEPH T & SA
MATTICE, EMILY E
MATTICE, RONALD B
MAYVILLE JR., ALLEN G &
MAYVILLE, ALAN & VIRGINI




MCANNEY," ROBERT H & FAYE
MCCABE, JAMES & MILDRED
MCCLEERY, RUSSELL
MCCOWN, PUALINE BRUCE A
MCDOWELL, NEAL & JANICE
MCDUFFIE, DANIEL M & BET
MCINTOSH, LEWIS & JOANNA
MCKAY, MICHAEL & MARIE
MCKOAN, THOMAS F & DORIS
MCLACHIAN, M C & J & J M
MCMANUS, LANCE E MICHELL
MCNEIL, CATHERINE
MCNICHOL, ROBERT
MEAD, DAVID & LINDA
MEEHAN, EDWARD J




MESSINA, VINCENT B & ING
METCALF, DONALD
MICHAEL, KAREN E
MICHAUD, RONALD G & PEAR
MICHAUD, TED
MICUCCI, CARL A
MIHACHIK, DAVID A & KATH
MILLER, RALPH E & DEBORA
MILLETTE, RICHARD D & SA
MILO, JEAN I & DONALD G.
MINER, PAUL
MITCHELL SR., BERNARD A
MITCHELL, ABIGAIL
MITCHELL, COURTLAND & SY
MITCHELL, JUDITH R & MAR
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CHICHESTER 88 PROP TAX SUMMARY
OWNER TAXABLE
MOBBS JR, OLIVER & MARIO
MOBBS, JAMES & H. CHRI
MOBBS, MICHAEL & DIANE M





MONGAN, EUGENE F & MARIE
MOODY, JUDITH R & ELI MI
MOODY, THOMAS & JANET
MOORE, MATTHEW
MOORE, ROBERT A & RUTH E
MORGADO, DONALD J DIANE
MORRILL, STARR & ETHEL
MORRIS, NICHLAS W
MORRISETTE, DENNIS J & D
MORRISON, RANDOLPH D & M
MORROW, BRADLY & KELLY





MOTT, EDWIN & DIANE
MULCAHY JR., ROBERT & MA
MUNSEY, RAY W MARK L & L
MURRAY SR, ROBERT A & MA
MURRAY, JAMES M & SUSAN
MURZIN, DONALD & ANN
MUZZEY, ANTHONY & BARBAR
MUZZEY, WILLIS C & EDITH
NADREAU, HECTOR
NARDINI, ROBERT F & GLOR
NATANEK, JACEK & AGATA
NELSON, EUGENE & DOROTHY
NELSON, IVAN & MARY T.
NELSON, PATRICIA & RUSSE
NESSERELA, MICHAEL & ELA
NEVEUX, ROBERT & JOYCE L
NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE CO
NICHOLS, ARTHUR M 4 LAUR
NICHOLS, DALE S & VIRGIN
NOEL. LLUCILLE HEATHER C
NOLIN, DENNIS & KATHY
NOONAN JR., RICHARD
NOONAN SR., RICHARD & BA
NORMAN, SEYMOUR S EDITH
O'BRIEN, EDWARD




ORDWAY, DANA G & CAROL G
ORDWAY, DAVID A
ORDWAY, EDWARD JR. & HEL
ORDWAY, MARY F
ORDWAY, PAUL
OSBORNE, DAWN & STEWART
OSBORNE, ELSIE E & DIANE
OWEN, JEFFREY G & CAROL
PAGLISI, ANTHONY J.
PALI SI, ANTHONY J
PALMER, DAVID A & JUDY
PALMQUIST, MURIEL
PAQUETTE, ARMAND & JEAN
PARADIS, GERARD & ELLEN
PARENTEAU, DAVID G & LIN
PARKER, CHARLES G
PARKER, FRANKLIN H & ALI
PASTUSZAK, DENNIS & DONN
PATRICK YUNG-CHANG CHEN
PAUL, JAMES H & CAROLYN
PAUL, PRE3C0TT
PAULISON, WILLIAM J
PAVEGLIO, DAVID J & CARM
PAVEGLIO, MICHAEL M & CY
124
OWNER
CHICHESTER 88 PROP TAX SUMMARY
TAXABLE TAX BILL
CHICHESTER 88 PROP TAX SUMMARY
OWNER TAXABLE TAX BILI
RYAN, FRED W D& HELEN C.
RYAN, LARRY & LOUISE D.
SANBORN III. EDWIN
SANBORN, ALFRED
SANBORN, ANSEL N & CYNTH
DALE & JOHANNA






PAUL W & KIMA
RICHARD C & MAR
RODNEY A & DAWN
WALTER





















SARGENT, JOHN E & RITA A
SARGENT, RICHARD A & MAR
SATURLEY, JOHN L & DORIS
SAWTELLE, GEORGE & M. RO
SCANLON. JOHN & SUSAN
SCOTT, NEAL J GAIL E
SCOTT, TRACY & ROBIN
SEAVEY, ARTHUR E & KATHE
SEEKAMP JR, FREDERICK
SEIGARS, CARROLL & DIANE
SERVISS, ROBERT C & JOAN




SHAW, FRDERICK B & ALAN
SHAW, FREDERICK B & ALAN
SHAW, ROBERT JR T
SHEA, RICHARD J & KATHER
SHERBURNE, EVERETT & PHY
SHERMAN, JAMES N & GLORI





SMITH JR., LUKE J & ELAI
SMITH SR., ALVIN & MARIO
SMITH, ALLEN H & JOAN MA
SMITH, DAVID N & N. BERN
SMITH, GENE W & NANCY
SMITH, JAMES & LISA
SMITH, MARGARET
SMITH, PAMELA
SMITH, RICHARD A & CYNTH
SNELL, STEPHEN & JUDITH
SNYDER, JOHN & PATRICIA
SOLBERG, ALVIN B & HELEN
SONHEIM, JEFFREY & AMAND
SORIANO, ROMEO & HARRIET
SOUTHWICK, CAROL J
SPAULDING, PAUL E & JOAN
SPORCK, DONNA
STEED, RICHARD K & KYLE
STEMPLE, JANE E & JAY E.
STEVENS, CARROLL & BEVER
STEVENS, DONNA
STEVENS, MABEL D
STEVENS, PAUL W & MARILY
STEVENS, WILLIAM H & DIA
STEWART, PHILLIP N & SUS
STEWART, SHAWN M
STOWE, HAROLD B
STREETER, ROBERT & OPA















































































CHICHESTER 88 PROP TAX SUMMARY CHICHESTER 88 PROP TAX SUMMARY
OWNER TAXABLE TAX BILL OWNER TAXABLE TAX BILL
WINEGER, TED & DEBI
WITHAM, WILLIAM A & JUAN
WITTENBERG, ALAN & LORRA
WLADKOWSKI, EDWARD J & V
WYATT, CRAIG A & JEAN S.
WYSS, CARL & MARJORIE
YEATON, GLENN A & JANICE
YEE, JAMES
YOUNG, KEVIN & NANCY
ZERAS, PETER
ZIRNGlEBEL, ARTHUR & PHY



